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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Motion and Task Planning for Mobile Robot Navigation Under Uncertainty

by

Xinyue Kan

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, June 2021

Dr. Konstantinos Karydis, Chairperson

The efficacy and efficiency of mobile robots in real-world applications are chal-

lenged by the presence of uncertainty embedded within the environment or the task. This

dissertation provides algorithmic solutions for safe and reliable motion and task planning to

strengthen the performance of robots while operating under uncertainty. The dissertation’s

specific focus is threefold: exploration and coverage of unknown regions for information

retrieval, handling untrustworthy or inaccurate prior information regarding both the envi-

ronment and the task during task execution, and navigation in unseen environments.

In the first focus direction, we develop online hex-decomposition-based motion

planning algorithms, which address the problem of how to distribute one or a team of mo-

bile robots to explore an unknown, obstacle-cluttered environment cognizant of mobility

and sensing capabilities. Here the goal is to fully explore and cover and environment using

smooth and continuous paths for robots with non-holonomnic constraints. In the second

focus direction, we propose a new stochastic task planning approach that jointly determines

optimal task allocation given approximate prior information and expected (yet uncertain)

vii



task cost, and decides an optimal stopping time to avoid exceeding given capacities. In

the third focus direction, we propose a learning-based method to find feasible, efficient

paths for robots to reach the designated task location safely without access to a map of

the operating environment. In addition, minimalistic neural network architectures, capa-

ble of fulfilling the objective of obstacle prediction, are identified. Together, these three

components advance the state-of-the-art in motion and task planning for robot navigation

under uncertainty. Moreover, the proposed approaches are scalable and online, hence they

can benefit applications that involve real-time motion planning and decision making in the

presence of uncertainty.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of mobile robots has become increasingly common across many domains,

including but not limited to precision agriculture [142,143], robotic delivery [5], automated

warehouses [89], search-and-rescue [59], and environmental monitoring [121], where robots

are expected to offer timely, persistent, and trustworthy services. The efficacy of mo-

bile robots in real-world applications directly depends on their capacity to operate au-

tonomously. Moreover, successful and reliable autonomous behavior relies on the robot’s

capability to perceive information about the status of the operating environment, make

decisions on what to do based on perceived data, and implement actions to accomplish

designated tasks. However, accomplishing such autonomy pipelines process is challenged

by the presence of uncertainty.

Dealing with uncertainty is essential, yet remains a challenging problem. In fact,

such uncertainties may appear in multiple aspects during robot operation process, including

environment, action, and perception. For instance, information of the operation environ-
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ment can be unavailable, or untrustworthy due to the underlying spatio-temporal changes

in the environment. In addition, uncertainty may also enter the execution of designated

tasks. Some motivating examples include sensor or system failures, and an actuation task

taking more time than allotted. Recognizing and classifying the source of uncertainty can

provide the basis for reasoning and decision making.

Multiple factors can strengthen the efficacy and efficiency for robot applications

that involve uncertainty. First, some prior information can provide guidance to task allo-

cation and execution. To obtain such information, exploration and coverage of regions that

are initially unknown or partially observable for data collection become necessary. Second,

it is preferable that a robot is able to handle untrustworthy or inaccurate prior informa-

tion regarding environments or task execution due to the presence of uncertainties. Third,

reliable and responsive mission accomplishment requires a robot to be capable of safely

navigating to a designated task location in uncertain/unseen environments.

This dissertation contributes to autonomous robot operation affected by the pres-

ence of various uncertainties. Specifically, the focus is on 1) exploration and coverage to

determine how the robots can explore an unknown region, 2) stochastic task allocation to

determine how to optimally schedule tasks for robots when tasks are stochastic and the

environment information is not trustworthy, and 3) safe navigation to determine how the

robots can reach a designated task location in unseen environments. The work here pro-

vides effective, efficient and scalable solutions that incorporate decision making and path

planning to handle challenges under each focus.
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1.1 Dealing with Uncertainty in Robot Operations: Motiva-

tion and Challenges

Enabling reliable autonomous operation under uncertainty will greatly improve

the performance of robots across applications. While uncertainty may appear in various as-

pects in robot operation components, such as localization, perception, planning, and action

implementation, it can be categorized under two major sets, uncertainty in environments

and uncertainty in tasks.

Uncertainty in Environments. A typical interpretation of environmental uncertainty

can be generalized as lack of information about the region of interest. For instance, without

environmental maps, the existence of unpredictable obstacles will force a robot to re-route

or to stop. In the worst case, abrupt obstacle appearance can cause collisions due to robot

mobility constraints or high movement speed, which may lead to robot failure. Other

examples of environment uncertainty include unforeseen robot slowdown [61], stochastic

path cost for robot movement [161], and dynamics owing to natural reasons [38, 62]. To

this end, given that robots can perceive information about the status of the operating

environment, it is essential to develop safe and reliable solutions that enable online reactive

planning and decision making based on perceived data.

The existence of some prior information (e.g., map built based on older measure-

ments of soil moisture [142]) can not only guide task allocation and scheduling, but also help

with robot operation and task execution in many applications [17, 35, 59, 68, 121, 122, 124].

To build such maps, a necessary step is to explore the environment and collect useful data.

3



Most commonly, the region of interest is unknown, and possibly irregularly-shaped with po-

tential unexpected obstacles. Motivated by the need of useful information, in this work, we

develop approaches for mobile robots to explore and cover an unknown, obstacle-cluttered

environment and collect data. Moreover, to improve the efficiency, we further consider its

extension to multi-robot scenario.

Even if information can be collected, the resulting maps built from perceived data

in the past may not be trustworthy, because environment conditions can change rapidly [45],

are dynamic [70,166], and may be hard to predict ahead of time [79]. For instance, the envi-

ronment can be completely different from the time of data collection after a natural disaster,

during which unexpected unvisitable areas may occur, such as collapsed trees following a

storm or earthquake. These uncertainties introduce inconsistencies, and completely relying

on prior maps will eventually lead to robot failure and mission abortion. As such, during

task allocation, inaccuracy in prior information needs to be taken into consideration. In

addition, once a task is assigned, a robot needs to be capable of navigating to the designated

task location safely without fully counting on any prior information.

Uncertainty in Tasks. In real-world applications, robots are often asked to perform

diverse sensing and actuation tasks in distinct locations of the operating environment, the

execution of which is challenged by the presence of uncertainty. In general, task allocation

is subject to a specific budget on the actions the robot can take. Uncertainty in tasks

may lie in task arrival time [116] (i.e. stochastic demands), spatial location [69, 72], task

transition [12], requirement for task completion [93], and imperfect plan execution [95]

(e.g., actuation failure, etc.) Successful task execution may not always be guaranteed due

4



to the presence of uncertainty. For instance, during in-field operations, the actual costs to

complete tasks can be uncertain whereas expected costs maybe known. Without the ability

to handle such uncertain cases, energy depletion, budget exceeding, robot failure, mission

abortion, and task re-scheduling will occur frequently. In this work, we develop approaches

that utilize limited prior information to plan tasks with uncertain task cost.

1.2 Objective and Significance

The objective of this dissertation is to develop tools that strengthen the efficacy

and efficiency of robot operation under uncertainty, in terms of 1) exploration and coverage

for information retrieval, 2) stochastic task allocation, and 3) safe navigation to designated

task location. More specifically, the objectives seek to answer:

• Aim 1: How to distribute one or a team of mobile robots to explore an unknown,

obstacle-cluttered environment cognizant of mobility and sensing capabilities?

• Aim 2: How to perform optimal task allocation given an approximate prior map and

expected (yet uncertain) task cost, and how to decide an optimal stopping time to

avoid exceeding a given capacity?

• Aim 3: How to find feasible, efficient paths and reach the designated task location

safely in an unknown yet bounded environment?

Exploration and Coverage Planning in Unknown Environments. Online explo-

ration and coverage planning is useful for information collect for prior maps (as intended in

this work). It is also essential in applications like field monitoring and search and rescue. In
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an unknown (yet bounded), obstacle-cluttered environment, achieving resolution-complete

coverage considering the non-holonomic mobility constraints in commonly-used vehicles

(e.g., wheeled robots) remains a challenge. We take into consideration the minimum turning

curvature constraint by using a Dubins vehicle model [37]. To represent the environment,

we consider a robot-centric uniform hexagonal grid, and demonstrate the advantages of

hexagon grid over square grid discritization. Upon the hexagon grid, we propose an online,

hierarchical Hex-Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP) approach, which resolution-

complete coverage in unknown (yet bounded) environments for Dubins vehicles. Moreover,

the proposed HDCP can be tuned as a variant, HDCP-E, for fast exploration.

To improve the exploration efficiency, we further propose the Multi-robot Hex De-

composition Exploration (M-HDE) method for multiple Dubins vehicles to explore unknown

environments. M-HDE is an energy-aware approach that ensures robots returning to the

initial (departure) position before energy runs out. Furthermore, when available energy

allows, M-HDE can achieve complete exploration of the environment in terms of visiting all

hexagon subregions.

To enable real-time path planning and execution, for HDCP, HDCP-E, and M-

HDE, closed-form solutions for feasible paths and team formation are provided. To achieve

better information quality (e.g., reduce image blurry), different from many existing ap-

proaches [2,44,86,152] that lead to abrupt velocity and orientation changes when encounter-

ing obstacles, our methods generate smooth Dubins-curve-based trajectories that minimize

the frequency of acceleration-deceleration events.
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Stochastic Task Planning under Uncertainty. Once the prior information is ob-

tained, the next step is to determine how to schedule tasks given an approximate prior

map. Besides the untrustworthy prior map, the actual costs to complete tasks can be dif-

ferent from expectation due to uncertainty in tasks. Hence, another problem is to decide

an optimal time to return to a base station to avoid exceeding a given task capacity. In

addition, in real-world applications, some tasks can be more urgent than others, hence

they will have to be prioritized. To address this problem, we formalize the notion of tasks

with distinct urgency (e.g., a closer deadline or greater importance) by assigning a priority

level [11, 101] to tasks.

To represent tasks with stochastic costs in environments, we propose Stochastic-

Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph (SAG), which is an extension of the original aisle graph [136,142].

Then, utilizing the underlying structure enabled by SAG, the Next-Best-Action Planning

(NBA-P) algorithm for task allocation is proposed. NBA-P simultaneously tackles un-

certainty in environment–by determining the optimal tasks to perform with approximate

(possibly inaccurate) prior map, and uncertainty in tasks–by determining an optimal time

to return to a base station to avoid exceeding the budget given expect (uncertain) task

costs. NBA-P ensures that urgent tasks are prioritized subject to budgets. In addition, it

can be applied to multi-robot teams for higher efficiency.

Robot Navigation in Unknown Environments. If a task is assigned, a robot needs

to be capable of finding a feasible path and reaching the task location. Even though a prior

map has been constructed from previous steps, it can be insufficient or untrustworthy. For

instance, consider an agricultural field, one can use prior information from the previously
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collected data regarding its number of rows and columns, but the actual field condition

(e.g., water paddle, uneven ground, etc.) may result in unexpected unvisitable area. To

this end, we propose a learning-based algorithm for robot navigation in partially-known,

partially-observable environments based on perception-action cycles.

To enable real-time operation, we seek to identify minimalistic neural network ar-

chitectures that is capable of fulfilling the objective of obstacle prediction, hence to reduce

the over all computational requirement. Even though shallow networks for robot naviga-

tion have been studied, existing works have not been tested in complex environments for

the capability to generalize to unseen environments. In contrast, in this work we follow

a systematic approach to identify simple yet effective shallow network architectures and

show that our proposed approach works and generalizes well to large, complex, unseen

environments.

1.3 Contributions

Overall, this dissertation provides methodologies that deal with uncertainties in

environment and tasks that may occur during robot operation, which can be applied to

various robotic applications.

To achieve Aim 1, we develop a hex-decomposition-based online coverage planning

algorithm, HDCP, that guarantees resolution-completeness in unknown, cluttered spaces.

We also propose the variant HDCP-E, to trade-off between fast exploration and resolution-

completeness. In addition, as an extension to multi-robot scenario and energy-aware con-

text, we further contribute a Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE), which
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guarantees the robot team returns to the departure location within energy constraints.

When available energy levels suffice, M-HDE achieves complete exploration. For HDCP,

HDCP-E, and M-HDE, we offer closed-form solutions for team formation, as well as plan-

ning smooth paths that robots can follow at constant speed. The proposed approaches are

compared against state-of-art approaches in terms of covered area and exploration speed.

We observe that unknown environments with random obstacles can be fully covered. HDCP

covers the most amount of free space, whereas HDCP-E and M-HDE achieves the highest

coverage area per unit time. The proposed methods are evaluated experimentally with a

non-holonomic wheeled robot. For completeness, we also provide a thorough study on the

influence of environment shape, obstacle number and placement, departure position, and

discritization type to the performance of considered algorithms.

To achieve Aim 2, we contribute a new stochastic task allocation approach, termed

Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P), for task planning under uncertainty. We also con-

tributes a new Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph (SAG). The main novelty of SAG is

that it can represent uncertain task costs. Using SAG, our proposed NBA-P algorithm si-

multaneously determines 1) how to optimally schedule which tasks to perform at run-time,

and 2) when to optimally stop performing new tasks and return back to the base station

also at run-time. NBA-P ensures that urgent tasks are prioritized subject to both energy

and resource budgets. In addition, it can be extended to multi-robot teams. We test our

method in single- and multi-robot scenarios using both simulated data and 10 real-world

datasets collected in a commercial vineyard at central California. In all cases, NBA-P

achieves higher efficiency than naive lawnmower, informed lawnmower, and series Greedy
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Partial Row planner [57,112,141] in terms of more return per visited vertex, less resources

wasted because of aborted tasks, and less total visited vertices.

To achieve Aim 3, we investigate various shallow network architectures and evalu-

ate their capacity to approximate a function for obstacle prediction based on limited history

of the robot’s observations and actions. We draw similarities and differences between tested

architectures and further test those that perform on par with much more complex struc-

tures. Then, we propose a navigation algorithm in partially-known, partially-observable

environments that combines Temporal-Difference learning with Long-Short Term Memory

(LSTM) networks. We demonstrate the generalization capability of the proposed algorithm

by testing with various map sizes not presented during training.

1.4 Dissertation Layout

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on

exploration and coverage planning in unknown environments, which tackles uncertainty in

environments (Aim 1). In this step, information can be collected to further assist task

allocation and execution later on. With resulting prior maps, Chapter 3 discusses how to

determine optimal task allocation under environment uncertainty, i.e. approximate prior

maps, as well as task uncertainty, i.e. stochastic task cost (Aim 2). Then, Chapter 4

provides tools to ensure that a robot can safely navigate to a designated task location once

a task is assigned (Aim 3). Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this work.
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Chapter 2

Online Coverage and Exploration

in Unknown Environments

This chapter focuses on robot operation under uncertainty in environments. The

mission is to explore and cover the entire region online, hence to collect useful information.

Consider a team of multiple mobile robots tasked to survey and, at times, perform actions

in unknown, bounded, and obstacle-cluttered space. Robots are equipped with navigation

sensors (e.g., LIDAR, depth cameras, and GNSS) to plan collision-free paths, observation

sensors (e.g., visible spectrum, thermal cameras, and mine detectors) to perform observation

and sensing tasks.1 Different from target search problems in which the search terminates

once targets are located, the goal here is to cover the entire field with observation sensors.

The problem to solve becomes How to deploy single or multiple robots to dynamically ex-

plore unknown but bounded, obstacle-cluttered environments in a manner cognizant of their

1In Chapter 2, we do not consider interaction actuators (e.g., end-effectors, sampling mechanisms, etc.)
for actuation tasks.
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mobility and sensing capabilities to optimally trade-off between exploration and exploita-

tion? To tackle the problem, we propose Hex-Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP)

algorithm and Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE) algorithm for robot

coverage and exploration for single and multiple robots, respectively.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 discusses background and related

works for robot coverage and exploration; Section 2.2 prepares the reader with hexagon de-

composition and data representation on top of it; Section 2.3 introduces Hex-Decomposition

Coverage Planning (HDCP) algorithm for single robot coverage planning. Section 2.4 ex-

tends the scenario to multiple robots with energy constraints. In Section 2.5, Gazebo

simulations and hardware experiments with a non-holonomic wheeled robot demonstrate

the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed approaches in terms of total covered area and

exploration speed.

2.1 Background

Coverage and exploration are two essential components for tasks such as environ-

mental monitoring [121], map reconstruction [35], locating survivors [59], mine clearing [30],

and autonomous exploration of forested areas [68]. In all these applications, regions to be

explored may be unknown and partially observable. Even if the environment map can be

obtained prior to departure, unexpected unvisitable areas may occur, such as collapsed trees

following a storm. Hence, it is necessary to develop approaches that enable online explo-

ration and coverage planning of irregularly-shaped environments with potential unexpected

obstacles.
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2.1.1 Related Work

Field Exploration and Coverage Planning

The main difference between coverage and exploration planning is that, the key

aim in coverage planning is to coverage the entire environment while the key aim in field

exploration is to maximize the total area visited by robots [130].

Several methods have been proposed to tackle the coverage path planning prob-

lem. When prior map information is available, planning can be offline [25]. Some existing

approaches (e.g., [46,66,75,87,100]) decompose the free space into a set of non-overlapping

subregions, and then plan paths within each subregion, including Boustrophedon [75, 100],

Semi-boustrophedon [87], Morse [46], or Line-sweep-based [66] decomposition.

In practice, however, regions to be covered can be unknown. Exhaustive search

strategies, like back-and-forth parallel swath motions [2, 164] or spiral paths [18], alter

the robot’s direction of motion if obstacles are encountered. This may lead to incomplete

coverage when the region occluded by the obstacle has not been visited. On the other hand,

online coverage planning, using information collected by on-board sensors, similar cellular-

decomposition-based strategies [2, 60, 152] are also applied. Resolution-complete coverage

can be obtained by ensuring that all cells can be visited, and then applying “lawnmower”

motions within each cell. Another popular approach used for coverage planning is the

Spanning Tree algorithm [3,44].

However, many existing online coverage methods [2, 44, 86, 152] lead to abrupt

velocity and orientation changes when encountering obstacles. Paths generated by those

methods may contain sharp turns which can reduce efficiency and increase fuel consump-
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tion for non-holonomic robots [82]. This effect becomes pronounced especially when oper-

ating in obstacle-cluttered environments, and can hinder tasks for which the success rate

is sensitive to the quality of sensor input, e.g., in field reconstruction [24, 35] and survivor

localization [36]. In contrast, the proposed online approaches in this chapter plan smooth

trajectories that minimize the frequency of acceleration-deceleration events.

For field exploration, to maximize the unknown area explored by robots [130],

(single- and multi-robot) frontier-based exploration strategies are proposed [20, 39, 65, 155,

160]. Robots proceed according to the boundary line between explored and unexplored

space. However, the time and computational cost to determine the boundary line increase

as the map expands [128]. Another direction is to utilize randomized search strategies.

One way is random walk search [98], which may be impractical in real-world applications

because it can require large amount of energy to explore a reasonably large region, and

unnecessarily go over the same space multiple times [94].

Another group of approaches for exploration is sampling-based planners such as

Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [85] generate collision-free paths by adding ran-

domly sampled points to a tree. RRT is fast and simple at the expense of optimality. In

unknown, obstacle-dense environments, it can be challenging to sample a point that may be

occluded by obstacles and still be able to connect to the tree. Variations of RRT, such as

anytime RRTs [41], Multipartite RRTs [169], RRT* [73], SRT [113], and “next-best-view”

planner [15] are proposed to improve efficiency of single robot exploration. A challenge for

sampling-based approaches is the possibly high computational cost for large-scale planning,

which may constrain real-time operation.
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Multi-robot Energy-Aware Cases

Use of multiple robots may reduce the overall task completion time by appropriate

task allocation, and improve the robustness of the overall system to potential failures [108].

In centralized decision-making process [133], a “leader” or a control center exists to plan

globally optimal paths. However, it prevents the algorithm from working for large teams.

On the other hand, decentralized approaches [6, 153] improve the robustness and

can scale better with the number of robots in the team. Still, these methods may be

challenged by redundant exploration [149] or in-team collision. Moreover, for strategies that

require real-time information sharing [119], network connectivity may be hard to establish

when massive information needs to be transmitted in cases of large robot teams.

RRT-based approaches are also adapted into multi-robot exploration tasks [27,

33, 71]. These methods either require the environment to be known, or assume robots to

be fully, losslessly connected to share the entire planned paths. Each robot departs from

different positions in the environment and plans its own paths considering selected paths of

other robots. However, the planned paths may lead robots to be far apart, even outside of

communication range, where no information can be shared for next step path planning. In

addition, sharp turns can exist in planned paths.

In unknown environments, the expected time to finish exploring the whole space

is unpredictable. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that robots reach a designated base lo-

cation for recharging or refueling before energy runs out. Several energy-aware methods for

multi-robot teams [32, 106, 107, 134] have been proposed, which either require prior knowl-

edge of the environment, or assume convex environments without obstacles. In addition,
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these methods may not be directly applicable to to vehicles with non-holonomic constraints,

and usually require modifications.

Dubins Vehicle

Depending on the application, various different types of unmanned vehicles–including

aerial (fixed-wing aircraft), surface, ground (wheeled/legged robots), and underwater ones

(e.g., [74,75,88,123,131,146])–can be deployed. A common challenge among most of them is

the presence of non-holonomic mobility constraints, often manifested as a minimum turning

curvature constraint. A way to take into consideration this constraint is by using a Dubins

vehicle model [37], which specifies the vehicle to move in fixed-speed straight lines and

counter/clockwise turns. More complex paths can be designed by concatenating straight-

line and turning maneuvers. In this chapter, we focus on developing methods that can be

directly used by Dubins vehicles that ensures collision free among robots and between the

team and unexpected obstacles.

Some existing works [75,87,127,159] generate feasible paths using a Dubins model

for offline planning. Lewis et al. [87] solve the offline coverage problem as a traveling

salesman problem, and add constraints to ensure planned paths consist of line segments and

curves of a given minimum radius only. Yu et al. [163] proposed a graphical-optimization-

based smooth planning strategy for Dubins vehicles. The method reduces the total coverage

time, but at the expense of high computational complexity. Function-based smooth coverage

planning methods generate paths represented by functions like clothoids [125] and Bézier

curves [81, 86]. Due to their smoothness, Bézier curves enable fast coverage and energy

efficiency, but at the price of complex calculations.
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Online exploration and coverage planning methods that are directly applicable to

Dubins vehicles remain limited. One approach is to obtain an offline solution for coverage

paths using any available prior knowledge, and then replan according to the information

collected through sensors as the robot moves to avoid collisions [21, 56, 103, 117]. Another

way is to modify existing online coverage approaches, such as online STC [44] and BA∗ [152],

to decelerate and make smooth turns that satisfy the minimum turning radius constraints.

2.1.2 Discussion

The proposed works in this chapter fill in the gap of online exploration and cover-

age planning and direct incorporation of non-holonomic constraints. Utilizing sensor-based

hexagon decomposition, we propose Hex-Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP) algo-

rithm, which is an online, hierarchical coverage planning approach for Dubins vehicles and

aims to cover the entire unknown (yet bounded) environment. Its variant, HDCP-E, can be

used for fast exploration. Moreover, we consider the extension for multi-robot scenario, and

propose energy-aware Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE) algorithm.

M-HDE ensures robots return to the initial (departure) position before energy runs out.

Furthermore, when available energy level allow, M-HDE can achieve complete exploration

of the environment. The proposed approaches (HDCP, HDCP-E, and M-HDE) generate

smooth, continuous paths for Dubins vehicles to follow at constant velocities, and offers

geometric closed-form solutions for paths and team formation (M-HDE).
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2.2 Hexagon Decomposition and Data Representation

To represent the environment, we consider a uniform hexagonal grid. In this

section, we first justify the advantages of utilizing robot-centric hexagon decomposition in

Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.2.2, we discuss the data representation with cube coordinates on

hex grid, as well as how to relate the positions from world frame grid to hex grid.

2.2.1 Advantages of Utilizing Hexagon Decomposition

The three proposed approaches (HDCP, HDCP-E, and M-HDE) utilize hexagonal

cell decomposition in unknown (yet bounded) environment. Hexagon-based partitioning en-

joys several benefits. As hexagon enables regular tessellation [54], an unknown environment

can be potentially filled by infinite duplicates of same hex shape with no gap or overlap

until a boundary is hit. Comparing with other regular tilings, hexagons describe non-convex

regions better [4]. Considering hexagonal subregions can provide the largest set of possible

movement directions (Compare six for hexagon with three for triangle grid and four for

square grid.) among adjacent subregions with same traversing distance, as a larger action

space is a desired property in exploration.

The effectiveness of hexagonal cell decomposition has been shown in applications

including potential-field-based path finding [64], field search [9] and offline path finding [162]

in known environments, and online underwater mine countermeasure [115] with no restricted

areas. Different from those approaches, we focus on describing unknown, obstacle-

cluttered, bounded environments with duplicates of regular hexagons, which fill a plane

with no gap or overlap.
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2.2.2 Hexagon Region Decomposition

We use two coordinate systems. Cartesian coordinates link to high-level objectives

(e.g., to represent a point of interest in a map) and enable onboard sensor data inference

(e.g., visual scene understanding). Cube coordinates are necessary to plan paths in hexagon

subregions that form a hex grid. Thus, we use a two-layer environment map where a 2D

hex grid plane is overlaid on top of a Cartesian plane.

We place a frame H (Fig. 2.1(a) dashed red lines) in hex grid plane as the frame

of reference for cube coordinates. Cube coordinates correspond to three axes (Hx,H y,H z).

Note that cube coordinates have three axes in the 2D case. The directions of axes are given

in Fig. 2.1(a). The origin of frame H matches the world frame W (we will provide more

details in the following), as well as a robot’s departing position. Axis Hx is directed East,

axis H y points 30 degrees from North and 60 degrees from West, and axis H z points 30

degree from South and 60 degree from West. In the hex grid plane, a hexagon subregion is

referred to as Sk, with its cube coordinate being (Hxk,
H yk,

H zk). Each Sk has six adjacent

cells (Fig. 2.1(b)), forming a set

N (Sk) = {(xk, yk − 1, zk + 1) , (xk + 1, yk − 1, zk) ,

(xk + 1, yk, zk − 1) , (xk, yk + 1, zk − 1) ,

(xk − 1, yk + 1, zk) , (xk − 1, yk, zk + 1)} .

We place a world (fixed) frame W (Fig. 2.1(a) solid black lines) in Cartesian plane,

with the axes W x, W y and W z directed East, North, and opposite to the center of earth,

respectively. For 2D planning tasks, we omit W z and assume a flat earth model. The origin

of frame W matches frame H . W x coincides with the Hx expressed in cube coordinates,
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and W y is normal to W x, with its positive direction pointing toward the semiplane spanned

by +H y and −H z (Fig. 2.1(a)).

Figure 2.1: (a) Top view of the 2D hex frame H (dashed red) and world frame W (solid
black). (b) Six adjacent cells of a subregion.

The robot is modeled in Cartesian plane as a Dubins vehicle, i.e.

W ẋ = W v cos θ , W ẏ = W v sin θ , θ̇ = ud , (2.1)

where (W x,W y) is the robot’s position, and θ is its heading. Speed v is constant, and

ud ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.

In the hex grid plane, a hexagon subregion is Sk, with its cube coordinate (Hxk,
H yk,

H zk).
2

The position of the center of Sk in frame W isW x

W y

 =

3
2r 0 0

0
√

3
2 r −

√
3

2 r

[xk yk zk

]
T , (2.2)

where r is the hex side length, which is determined based on the observation sensor footprint

for single robot scenario or communication range for multi-robot teams. We will discuss

how to determine r in more detail in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4.
2We drop superscript H in cube coordinates for clarity of presentation.
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2.3 Single Robot Online Coverage and Exploration in Un-

known Environments

Online coverage planning can be useful in applications like field monitoring and

search and rescue. Without prior information of the environment, achieving resolution-

complete coverage considering the non-holonomic mobility constraints in commonly-used

vehicles (e.g., wheeled robots) remains a challenge. In this section, we propose a hierarchi-

cal, hex-decomposition-based coverage planning algorithm for unknown, obstacle-cluttered

environments. The proposed approach ensures resolution-complete coverage, can be tuned

to achieve fast exploration, and plans smooth paths for Dubins vehicles to follow at constant

velocity in real-time.

This section is structured as follows. Section 2.3.1 demonstrates how to determine

the grid size for hexagon decomposition according to robot sensor footprint. Section 2.3.2

introduces the proposed Hex-Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP) algorithm and its

variant, HDCP-E. We discuss the trade-off between exploitation and exploration utilizing

the two variants, HDCP and HDCP-E in Section 2.3.3. Key variables used in this section

are listed in Table 2.1. Note that these notations are designated specifically for Section 2.3,

and may be used by abuse of notation in other Chapters or Sections.
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Table 2.1: List of key variables used Section 2.3.

Sk, Si, Sj subregions

(Hx,H y,H z) cube coordinate in hex grid plane

(W x,W y) cartesian coordinate in Cartesian plane

r hexagon grid radius

rt circular path radius

rmin robot minimum turning radius

lr radius of observation sensor footprint

Wµk starting point on circular path in Sk

Wϕk tangent point on circular path in Sk

α angle between Wµk and Wϕk in Sk

l length of straight-line path for Transitioning Mode

τ step index for hex grid plane planning

Pτ a robot’s path in hex grid plane

Vτ a set of task-complete subregions

Eτ a set of explored subregions by navigation sensor

Φi,j , Φ̂i,j feasible path and shortest feasible path from Si to Sj

2.3.1 How to Determine Grid Size for Hexagon Decomposition?

Consider a robot tasked to survey an unknown, bounded, obstacle-cluttered space

S. The robot is equipped with navigation sensors (e.g., LIDAR, depth camera) and ob-

servation sensors (e.g., RGB/thermal camera, mine detector). Navigation sensors are used
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to plan collision-free paths, while observation sensors are used to complete the designated

task. The goal here is to cover the entire field with observation sensors.

Hex side length r is determined based on the observation sensor footprint, taken

here to be a circular disk of radius lr, shown as blue dashed circle in Fig. 2.2. This is

reasonable as there are a few ways to achieve a circular footprint, e.g., via rotation with

gimbals or by using multiple sensors. Radius lr depends on the selected sensor’s range and is

chosen by the user so that to achieve object detection of acceptable (by the user) accuracy.

Figure 2.2: Covered area by the robot’s observation sensors as it completes a circular path
within a hex cell. The blue dashed circle filled with yellow depicts the sensor footprint, red
solid lines represent paths, and the covered area is marked in gray.

Once lr is determined, the goal is to achieve full coverage for circumscribed circle of

each hexagon cell. Suppose the radius of circular paths is rt, chosen such as rmin ≤ rt ≤ lr.

Ideally, setting rt = lr ensures complete coverage of the circumscribed circle of a hexagon

cell with no redundancy. However, in practice we may often have rt < lr in which case more

sensor data are collected but at the expense of efficiency (defined as newly covered area per

unit time). Given lr and rt, then r = lr + rt.

For single robot scenario, we assume the following. 1) The navigation sensor
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detection radius is large enough to at least detect obstacles in adjacent subregions. 2) There

is sufficient battery life to achieve full coverage. 3) rmin is reasonably small compared to

the sensor footprint and obstacle density.

2.3.2 Online Hierarchical Coverage Planning

We propose a hierarchical approach, Hex Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP),

to cover an unknown environment. High level planning runs on the hex grid. A robot de-

termines a sequence of subregions to visit in the next several time steps. Low level planning

runs on the Cartesian plane. A robot plans circular and straight-line paths to complete an

observation task in current subregion and move to next subregion, respectively.

Hex Decomposition Coverage Planning

We first describe our proposed Hex Decomposition Coverage Planning (HDCP)

approach. HDCP works at the hex grid plane, and ensures resolution-complete coverage of

hex-decomposed unknown regions. In each subregion, a robot is deployed to complete the

observation task, entering into an Observing Mode. A subregion is visited, if the robot has

finished Observing Mode in this subregion. Re-entering a visited subregion will not trigger

another Observing Mode. A subregion is explored if it has been covered by navigation

sensors, i.e. having been marked as obstacle-free or obstacle-occupied region. Once a robot

completes an observation task within one subregion, it enters into a Transitioning Mode and

moves to another subregion. Only Observing Mode triggers observation sensors; navigation

sensors collect information continuously during both modes.

We demonstrate the detailed process for HDCP in Algorithms 1 and 2. Upon
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departure, the robot initiates robot-centric frames H and W , whose origins are at robot’s

departure position, for high-level and low-level planning, respectively. A bounded unknown

space S consists of unknown but finite number of subregions Sk. Let τ be the step of

high-level planning which records when a subregion was visited, i.e. pair (τ, Sk) represents

a robot’s position in hex plane at step τ .

Algorithm 1 Hex Decomposition Coverage Planning

1: procedure HDCP

2: Initialization: τ ← 1, Si ← (0, 0, 0), empty sets Pτ , Vτ , Eτ , Φ̂i,j

3: while Si 6= ∅ do

4: Move to Si according to Eq. (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14).

5: Pτ ← Pτ ∪ (τ, Si)

6: if Si 6∈ Vτ then

7: Observing mode, Vτ ← Vτ ∪ Si

8: end if

9: Update Eτ by navigation sensor results

10: Si, Φ̂i,j ← NextHex(Si, Eτ , Φ̂i,j)

11: τ ← τ + 1

12: end while

13: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 Determine Next Hex

1: procedure NextHex(Si, Eτ , Φ̂i,j)

2: if Qτ (Si) 6= ∅ then

3: Obtain Sj according to Eq. (2.5), Φ̂i,j ← ∅

4: else if Q′τ 6= ∅ then

5: if |Eτ | 6= |Eτ−1| or Φ̂i,j = ∅ then

6: Obtain Sj according to Eq. (2.7)

7: Φ̂i,j ← GetAStarPath(Si, Sj , Eτ )

8: else

9: Sj ← Φ̂i,j [1]

10: Φ̂i,j ← Φ̂i,j [2 : end]

11: end if

12: else

13: Sj ← ∅, Φ̂i,j ← ∅

14: end if

15: return Sj , Φ̂i,j

16: end procedure

A robot’s path in hex grid plane up to step τ is then defined as Pτ = {(t, Sk)|t ∈

[1, τ ], Sk ∈ S}. Let Vτ be the set containing visited subregions up to step τ , i.e. unique

subregions in Pτ . |Vτ | ≤ |Pτ |, where | · | denotes set cardinality. Let Eτ = {(Sk, u)|Sk ∈

S, u ∈ {0, 1}} be the set containing all explored subregions and their status u by navigation

sensors up to step τ . u = 0 represents the scenario that a subregion is obstacle-free,
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otherwise u = 1. Eτ,u=0 returns all explored obstacle-free subregions, Eτ,u=1 returns obstacle-

occupied, unvisitable subregions.

Suppose a robot finishes its observation task within subregion Si at step τ , and

needs to determine the next subregion Sj to visit at step τ + 1 (line 10 of Algorithm 1). To

decrease the number of repeatedly visited subregions, an unvisited subregion is preferred.

To minimize the total travel distance, a robot prefers one of its adjacent subregions before

moving to subregions further away (Fig. 2.3(a)). Let Cτ = Vτ ∪ Eτ,u=1 be the set of all

“undesired” choices of Sj , i.e. either already visited or obstacle-occupied. Then, set

Qτ (Si) = {S∗j ∈ N (Si) | S∗j 6∈ Cτ}, 0 ≤ |Qτ (Si)| ≤ 6 (2.3)

contains candidates of Sj , denoted as S∗j , which are unvisited, obstacle-free subregions

adjacent to Si.

Figure 2.3: (a) Movement to an adjacent subregion, (b) movement to a non-adjacent sub-
region.

As we seek to complete tasks for the entire free space within the unknown region

efficiently, it is undesirable to leave any isolated subregion unvisited. The cost of coming

back to “fill a hole” later can be avoided by finishing all nearby areas first before moving
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away. Let function f(·) calculate the number of visited or obstacle-occupied neighbors of a

candidate S∗j as

f(S∗j ) = |N (S∗j )∩Cτ |. (2.4)

f(S∗j ) = 6 indicates that all adjacent subregions of candidate S∗j are either visited or

obstacle-occupied, which makes this S∗j a “hole” and hence should be prioritized to visit.

When |Qτ (Si)| > 0, there exists at least one candidate S∗j that is adjacent to Si.

Under this condition, among all candidates S∗j , the next subregion that a robot prioritizes

to visit, Sj , is determined as

arg max
S∗j

f(S∗j )

s.t. S∗j ∈ Qτ (Si) ,

|Qτ (Si)| > 0 .

(2.5)

Given Eq. (2.5), among all unvisited adjacent subregions the robot will choose the

one with the maximum visited/obstacle-occupied neighbors as Sj (line 3 of Algorithm 2).

This strategy ensures that the robot does not leave any isolated unvisited subregions, to

avoid the need to return to this area.

If |Qτ (Si)| = 0, the task has been completed for all adjacent subregions of Si.

Under this condition, the robot will move to a subregion Sj that is nonadjacent to Si

(Fig. 2.2(b)). Let

Q′τ = {S∗j ∈ Vτ | N (S∗j ) \ Cτ 6= ∅} (2.6)

be the set that contains all candidates S∗j , which are visited subregions with unvisited
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obstacle-free neighbors. If Q′τ is not empty, the robot selects Sj from all candidates S∗j as

arg max
S∗j

t

s.t. (t, S∗j ) ∈ Pτ ,

S∗j ∈ Q′τ ,

t ∈ [1, τ ] .

(2.7)

Per Eq. (2.7), the robot revisits a nearest-in-the-past visited subregion Sj which

has unvisited obstacle-free adjacent subregions (line 6 of Algorithm 2). Once Sj is chosen,

we seek a path in hex grid, which contains a sequence of subregions on the way to move to

Sj . In order to determine an optimal feasible path, we need some definitions.

Definition 1 A feasible path between obstacle-free subregions Si and Sj in hex grid plane,

denoted as Φi,j, is a list of ordered obstacle-free subregions3 such that if only the movement

to an adjacent subregion is allowed for each step, a robot starting from Si can reach Sj in

finite steps.

Definition 2 A shortest feasible path, denoted as Φ̂i,j, is the path among all feasible paths

Φi,j which contains the least number of subregions.

Definition 3 A subregion is visitable if and only if 1) this subregion is obstacle-free, and

2) there exists one (shortest) feasible path from the departure position to this subregion.

Each subregion in the feasible path and shortest feasible path is an adjacent sub-

region of its preceding and following subregions in the ordered list. The feasible path and

3The first subregion in the ordered list is adjacent to Si, while the last subregion is Sj itself.
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shortest feasible path are not unique between two subregions. From Si, there must exist at

least one feasible path to any subregion on path Pτ , which is a subset of path Pτ .

A shortest feasible path Φ̂i,j can be obtained according to function GetAStarPath

(line 7 of Algorithm 2). Given all explored subregions Eτ , GetAStarPath applies the A∗

algorithm [58] with distance cost q in 2D hex grid

q(Sk, Sk′) =
(|xk − xk′ |+ |yk − yk′ |+ |zk − zk′ |)

2
. (2.8)

While following Φ̂i,j (lines 9-10 of Algorithm 2), more subregions are explored by

the navigation sensor. If Eτ is updated, Φ̂i,j needs to be updated accordingly (lines 5-7 of

Algorithm 2). Note that Φ̂i,j may contain 1) unvisited subregions, and 2) subregions with

unvisited obstacles-free neighbors. If at any step, an unvisited subregion is encountered,

the robot enters Observing Mode to complete the task for the subregion (lines 6-8 of Algo-

rithm 1), then switches to Transitioning Mode. If a subregion with unvisited obstacle-free

neighbors is encountered, we discard Φ̂i,j and move to an adjacent unvisited subregion (lines

2-3 of Algorithm 2).

When Qτ (Si) = Q′τ = ∅, coverage is complete. HDCP establishes that in a

bounded environment, for given discretization resolution, the coverage process terminates

in finite time, leaving no unvisited area that is visitable according to Definition 3. Coverage

using HDCP is complete to the resolution of the smallest allowed hexagon cell, which can

be referred as resolution-completeness [84].

Lemma 1 In an unknown, bounded environment, online coverage using HDCP (Algo-

rithm 1) is resolution-complete.

Proof of Lemma 1 We prove Lemma 1 by contradiction. Assume the coverage terminates
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according to Algorithm 1 and there still exists a visitable, yet unvisited, subregion Sq.

Suppose the departure position of the coverage is Sp. Since Sq is visitable, there must exist

a shortest feasible path Φ̂p,q according to Definition 3. Denote the mth subregion on the

shortest feasible path as Φ̂p,q[m].

According to Definition 1, Φ̂p,q[1] must be an adjacent subregion to Sp, Φ̂p,q[1] ∈

N (Sp). Since the progress has terminated, Q′τ = ∅. Recalling the definition of Q′τ , we can

deduce (2.11) from (2.9) and (2.10),

Φ̂p,q[1] ∈ N (Sp) , (2.9)

Q′τ = ∅ ⇒ N (Sp) ⊂ Cτ , (2.10)

Φ̂p,q[1] ∈ N (Sp) , N (Sp) ⊂ Cτ ⇒ Φ̂p,q[1] ∈ Cτ . (2.11)

Since Φ̂p,q[1] 6∈ Eτ,u=1, then Φ̂p,q[1] ∈ Vτ . Similarly, we have Φ̂p,q[m] ∈ Vτ for

m = 2, · · · , |Φ̂p,q|. Therefore, Sq = Φ̂p,q[|Φ̂p,q|] ∈ Vτ . Hence, Sq is already visited, which

leads to the contradiction.

Dubins Path Planning

Next, we discuss Dubins Path Planning for Observing Mode and Transitioning

Mode. For a robot currently in Si, it first enters into Observing Mode. For an observation

task, it is required that the observation sensor covers the entire subregion, which leads to

a circular path. Let Wµi be the starting point on the circular path. The robot follows a

full circle, (C2π)i, and then returns to Wµi. Once arriving at Wµi, the robot enters into

Transitioning Mode, in which the robot aims to move to the starting point Wµj for the next
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subregion Sj . Constrained by the vehicle model, feasible paths always consist of arcs and

straight lines, without turns sharper than robot’s minimum turning capability.

Figures 2.4(a), (b) show the planned path, which comprises an arc of angle α and

a straight line of length l. The straight line is chosen to be tangent to both circular paths

in Si and Sj . Let the tangent point in Si be Wϕi, the corresponding tangent point in Sj

will become the starting point Wµj . Among outer tangent points (Fig. 2.4(a)) and inner

tangent points (Fig. 2.4(b)), following the robot’s current moving direction, we select the

one that is the closest to Wµi along the circular path.

Figure 2.4: (a) Outer tangent line path, (b) inner tangent line path.

Suppose the center position of Sk, Sk′ in the Cartesian plane are (ak, bk), (ak′ , bk′),

respectively. w = (ak′ − ak)2 + (bk′ − bk)2. Inner tangent points are

Wϕk(x) =
2r2
t (ak′ − ak)± rt(bk′ − bk)

√
w − (2rt)2

w
+ ak ,

Wϕk(y) =
2r2
t (bk′ − bk)± rt(ak − ak′)

√
w − (2rt)2

w
+ bk ,

Wµk′(x) =
2r2
t (ak − ak′)± rt(bk − bk′)

√
w − (2rt)2

w
+ ak′ ,

Wµk′(y) =
2r2
t (bk − bk′)± rt(ak′ − ak)

√
w − (2rt)2

w
+ bk′ .

(2.12)
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Outer tangent points are

Wϕk(x) = ak ± rt
(bk − bk′)√

w
,

Wϕk(y) = bk ± rt
(ak′ − ak)√

w
,

Wµk′(x) = ak′ ± rt
(bk − bk′)√

w
,

Wµk′(y) = bk′ ± rt
(ak′ − ak)√

w
.

(2.13)

Using geometry and closed-form solutions for inner (Eq. (2.12)) and outer (Eq. (2.13))

tangent points, α and l are

α = cos−1(1− ‖
Wµi −Wϕi‖2

2r2
t

) ,

l = ‖Wµi −Wϕi‖ .

(2.14)

The combined path for Observing and Transitioning Mode between Si and Sj is

(C2π)i(CαLl)i→j . By utilizing tangent points to switch among arcs and straight line paths,

generated combined paths are smooth.

2.3.3 Trading-off Exploration Coverage and Speed

In some scenarios such as waypoint coverage [74] and water sample collection [99],

full coverage within subregions does not need to be enforced. In this case, the exploration

process of unknown environments can be accelerated by combining Observing and Tran-

sitioning Mode, which is referred to as HDCP-E. In HDCP-E, full circle trajectory (C2π)i

is removed from planned paths to accelerate exploration of more hexagon subregions. At

the same time, observation sensors are enabled throughout the process. The modified paths

become (CαLl)i→j . Hence, HDCP-E inherits the advantage of smooth and continuous paths

from HDCP.
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The two variants reveal the trade-off between exploitation and exploration. HDCP

guarantees resolution-complete coverage of unknown yet bounded space by 1) visiting all

subregions, and 2) achieving full coverage within each subregion, whereas HDCP-E enables

fast and complete exploration in terms of visiting all subregions. Importantly, the next-

subregion-selection strategy (Algorithm 1) can also be applied to other cell-decomposition-

based coverage algorithms to obtain the order of visiting subregions.

2.4 Extending to Multi-robot Systems

Use of multiple robot can improve the efficiency and reduce the time required to

complete exploration tasks. To be efficient in practice, the robotic team should cooperatively

explore a region of interest. However, when the environment is unknown, it is challenging

to plan collision-free paths in real-time under both non-holonomic mobility constraints and

energy constraints. Without full knowledge of the environment, the robot team aims to

reach as many unexplored locations as possible, and return to departure position with lim-

ited energy. Feasible plans should also satisfy constraints such as avoiding restricted areas

and in-team collisions. In this section, we propose the Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Ex-

ploration (M-HDE) method for multiple Dubins vehicles to explore unknown environments.

M-HDE ensures robots return to the initial (departure) position before energy runs out.

Furthermore, when available energy level allow, M-HDE can achieve complete exploration

of the environment. The proposed approach generates smooth, continuous paths for Dubins

vehicles to follow at constant velocities, and offers geometric closed-form solutions for both

team formation and paths.
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The major difference between HDCP (HDCP-E) and M-HDE–both of which ap-

ply hexagonal cell decomposition in unknown environments–is the sensor-footprint-based

decomposition strategy (for HDCP and HDCP-E) and the communication-range-team-size-

based decomposition strategy (for M-HDE). Further, M-HDE is developed mainly for online

exploration tasks, while HDCP is developed mainly for online coverage tasks. HDCP guar-

antees resolution completeness coverage, however, if applied to exploration tasks, it performs

worse because it does not prioritize the most unexplored area, and hence consists of more

redundant paths.

This section is structured as follows. Section 2.4.1 demonstrates how to determine

grid size for hexagon decomposition as well as team formation according to the communi-

cation range of a team of mobile robots. Section 2.4.2 introduces the proposed Multi-robot

Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE) method. Key variables used in this section are

listed in Table 2.2. Note that these notations are designated specifically for Section 2.4,

and may be used by abuse of notation in other Chapters or Sections.
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Table 2.2: List of key variables used in Section 2.4.

M number of robots

Sk, Si, Sj subregions

Lk local frame in subregion Sk

(Hx,H y,H z) cube coordinate in hex grid plane

(W xq,
W yq) position of point q in world frame

(Lkxq,
Lkyq) position of point q in local frame in subregion Sk

r hexagon grid radius

rt circular path radius

rmin robot minimum turning radius

lc the high-confidence communication distance for a robot

LkOk,m or LOk,m center of arc path for a robot m ∈ [1,M ] in Sk

Wµi,m starting point on circular path in Si for robot m

Wϕi,m tangent point on circular path in Si for robot m

αi→j angle between Wµi and Wϕi in Si

li→j length of straight-line path for Transitioning Mode from Si to Sj
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2.4.1 How to Determine Hexagon Grid Size and Robot Team Formation?

A team consisting of M robots is deployed to explore an unknown region. In

dangerous and hazardous environments, obstacles or restricted area that is unsafe to visit

can exist frequently. It is beneficial that all robots maintain communication with at least

one of other robots in the team. Robot failure can be detected in time by other team

members, and position of observed obstacles can be shared among robots.

We consider the same Dubins vehicle model for each robot in Cartesian plan as

Eq. (2.1). Similar to Section 2.3.1, we use two coordinate systems, cube coordinates asso-

ciated with a frame H in hex grid plane, and Cartesian coordinates associated with World

frame W and location frame L. A hex grid is formed by hexagon subregions. Location of

subregions in hex grid can be referred using cube coordinates. On the other hand, Cartesian

coordinates are necessary during the process of map building, target localization, on-board

sensor data inference, and path planning. More details regrading the placement of frames

H and W can be found in Section 2.3.1.

Figure 2.5: Local frame L (dashed blue lines) with a point q (green point).

In the hex grid plane, a hexagon subregion is referred to as Sk, with its cube co-

ordinate being (Hxk,
H yk,

H zk). Each Sk has six adjacent cells (Fig. 2.5(b)). In a subregion
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Sk, the local frame Lk is placed to represent points inside a subregion with Cartesian co-

ordinates, as shown with dashed blue lines in Fig. 2.5(b). Frame Lk orients identically to

the world frame with its origin at the center of each subregion, that is W
L R = I2×2. Let the

hexagon side length to be r. For a point q inside subregion Sk, its position in local frame

(Lxq,
Lyq) can be mapped to world frame as

Wxq
W yq

 =

3
2r 0 0

0
√

3
2 r

−
√

3
2 r



Hxk

Hyk

Hzk

+ W
L R

Lkxq

Lkyq

 . (2.15)

In subregion Sk, a robot m ∈ [1,M ] follows an arc path, which is a portion of the

circumference of a circle centered at LkOk,m(Lkxk,m,
Lkyk,m), and of radius rt. We place the

centers LkOk,m,m ∈ [1,M ] on vertices of a regular M-polygon, as shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Formation of multi-robot team with (a) M = 3, (b) M = 4, and (c) M = 5.
Regular polygons and subregions are shown in blue solid and black dashed lines, respectively.
Center points LOm are shown as green dots.

For robot m, the position of LkOk,m is the same in different subregions. Therefore,

we can drop the subscript k for local frame Lk, and the coordinate becomes LOm(Lxm,
Lym).

Let the high-confidence communication distance for a robot be lc, which is set to be the
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side length of regular M-polygon. The position LOm in each local frame L is

(Lxm,
Lym) =

( lc/2

sin( πM )
cos((2k − 1)

π

M
) ,

lc/2

sin( πM )
sin((2k − 1)

π

M
)
)
. (2.16)

Note that rmin < rt < lc/2, where rmin is the minimum turning radius of a Dubins Vehicle.

The side length of the hexagon subregion is

r =
lc/2

sin(π/M)
+ lc/2 . (2.17)

If each robot departs from the same relative position on the circle with respect

to LOm, e.g., (Lxm − rt, Lym), and moves at the same constant speed v toward the same

direction, the distance between any two adjacent robots remains lc. Inter-robot collisions

can be avoided while robots are following arc paths. In addition, each robot is always within

the communication range with two adjacent robots. We assume that the combination of

sensor footprints of all robots in the team can fully cover a subregion. The exploration

efficiency increases with the growth of team size M in the sense that, with a larger hexagon

radius r, more area can be covered by visiting a subregion.

2.4.2 Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration

This section discusses the proposed M-HDE algorithm in detail. We first demon-

strate how to plan paths for robots to move from the current position to the next subregion

(suppose the next subregion is given in this case), then discuss how to select the next

subregion to visit given energy constraints.
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Movement Between Subregions

Suppose the team is currently in subregion Si, and intends to move to an adjacent

subregion Sj . We discuss how to select Sj later in the following subsection. For now, let us

assume that Sj is given.

Figure 2.7: Paths (green dashed) of robots m = 3, 4 in a team of 4 robots when moving
Si → Sj . Paths of robots m = 1, 2 are omitted for clarity. (a) and (b) show same paths,
and are separated for better view of variables.

The team formation in Sj is a translation of its formation in Si. Constrained by

vehicle model, the path from Si to Sj for each robot contains an arc of angle αi→j , radius

rt, and followed by a straight line segment of length li→j , as shown in Fig. 2.7(b) with green

dashed curves. For robot m, the starting point Wµi,m and ending point Wϕi,m of the arc

path are shown in Fig. 2.7(a) as blue and orange dots, respectively. The straight line is

chosen to be an outer tangent line of the two circles of radius rt centered at LOm in Si and

Sj . Following a robot’s current moving direction, only one tangent line can be selected for

a given Sj . The position LOm in local frame can be converted to world frame frame for

Si and Sj using Eq. (2.15), and represented as WOi,m and WOj,m, respectively. Let the

tangent point on circle centered at WOi,m be Wϕj,m, then the corresponding tangent point
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on circle centered at WOi,m will become Wµj,m. The geometric closed-form solutions for

outer tangent points are

Wϕi,m(x) = WOi,m(x)± rt
(WOi,m(y)− WOj,m(y))√

w
,

Wϕi,m(y) = WOi,m(y)± rt
(WOj,m(x)− WOj,m(x))√

w
,

Wµj,m(x) = WOj,m(x)± rt
(WOi,m(y)− WOj,m(y))√

w
,

Wµj,m(y) = WOj,m(y)± rt
(WOj,m(x)− WOi,m(x))√

w
,

(2.18)

where w = (WOj,m(x)− WOi,m(x))2 + (WOj,m(y)− WOi,m(y))2. Quantities αi→j and li→j

can be found as

αi→j = cos−1((2r2
t − ‖Wµi,m −Wϕi,m‖2)/2r2

t ) ,

li→j = ‖Wµi,m −W φi,m‖ .

(2.19)

Note that αi→j and li→j are the same for all robots in the team since the movement

is performed as translation. As the paths for robots do not intersect when moving from one

subregion to another, inter-robot collision avoidance can be achieved. Each robot can plan

its own paths in a decentralized manner given Sj . One advantage of the planned paths are

their smoothness and continuity, which allow robots to move at constant velocity without

acceleration and deceleration. Fixed-speed movements are more energy efficient, and can

also enable more reliable sensor measurements.

Energy-aware Path Planning for Exploration

Our Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE) approach for an un-

known environment with potential obstacles is given in Algorithm 3. M-HDE plans a

sequence of subregions for the team to visit in the hex grid plane. The goal is to visit
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as many hexagon subregions as possible and be able to return to the departure position

within energy limits. We show that without energy constraints, M-HDE guarantees that

all obstacle-free subregions are visited.
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Algorithm 3 M-HDE, part 1

1: initialize S0 ← (0, 0, 0), Si ← S0, U ← {}, V ← {S0}. For robot m, select as Wµi,m.

2: repeat

3: h← 1, Φ1 ← {}, Φ2 ← {}

4: repeat

5: for all S∗ ∈ RangeH(Si, h) do

6: if S∗ 6∈ V ∪ U then

7: (d1, P1)← MovD(S∗, S0,V,Wµ∗,m)

8: (d2, P2)← MovD(Si, S
∗,V,Wµi,m)

9: if S∗ 6∈ V ∪ U & dt − d2 ≥ d1 then

10: Φ1 ← Φ1 ∪ (S∗, d2, P2)

11: else if S∗ 6∈ U & dt − d2 ≥ d1 then

12: Φ2 ← Φ2 ∪ (S∗, d2, P2)

13: end if

14: end if

15: end for

16: if Φ1 6= ∅ then

17: (Sj , d2, P2)← arg max
(S,d,P )∈Φ1

(RangeH(S, 1) \ {V ∪ U}), dt ← dt − d2

18: else if Φ2 6= ∅ then

19: h← h+ 1,Φ2 ← {}

20: else Sj ← S0, (d2, P2)← MovD(Si, S0,V,Wµi,m)

21: end if

22: until Sj is determined.
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Algorithm 3 M-HDE, part 2

23: Follow P2 until robot m reach Wµj,m. Update U .

24: V ← V ∪ Sj , Si ← Sj ,
Wµi,m ← Wµj,m.

25: Sj == S0 =0

Algorithm 4 RangeH (S′(x′, y′, z′), h)

1: initialize Ωh ← {}

2: for each integer a ∈ [−h, h] do

3: for each integer b ∈ [max(−h,−a− h),min(h,−a+ h)] do

4: S′′ ← (a+ x′, b+ y′,−a− b+ z′)

5: if q(S′, S′′) == h then Ωh ← Ωh ∪ S′′

6: end if

7: end for

8: end for

9: return Ωh
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Algorithm 5 MovD (Sc, Sd,V,Wµi,m)

1: initialize P ′ ← {}, P ′′{}, d′ ← 0

2: repeat

3: Sc′′ ← arg min
Sc′∈{RangeH(Sc,1)∩V,Sd}\P ′′

f(Sc′ , Sd)

4: Calculate WOc′′,m,
W Oc,m using (2.16), Wϕc,m,

Wµc′′,m using (2.18), αc→c′′ , lc→c′′

using (2.19).

5: d′ ← d′ + αc→c′′rt + lc→c′′ , P
′′ ← P ′′ ∪ Sc′′

6: Sc ← Sc′′ , P
′ ← P ′ ∪ (Sc′′ ,

Wϕc,m,
Wµc′′,m)

7: until Sd == Sc

8: return (d′, P ′)

A robot’s operation time can be constrained in terms of fuel level or battery level.

The planned paths in the previous subsection require no acceleration and deceleration, and

the energy consumption for same traveling distance remains the same. Therefore, in our

approach, the energy constraint can be interpreted as the total distance that a robot can

travel.4

Two types of distance are considered in the planning algorithm in different coor-

dinate systems. In 2D hex grid plane, the distance between two subregions Si and Sj can

be calculated using function q(Si, Sj) according to Eq. (2.8). Function RangeH in Algo-

rithm 4 returns a set Ωh which contains subregions that are h away from Si in hex grid,

i.e. ∀Si′ ∈ Ωi,h, q(Si, Si′) = h. The distance in Cartesian plane represents the actual robot

path length when following arcs and straight lines. Suppose that upon departure, the total

4Integrating the influence of natural factors such as wind, waves, etc., falls outside of the scope of this
present work; future work will identify how to best integrate those effects within the M-HDE framework
proposed herein.
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distance that each robot can travel at constant velocity v is dt. To move from Si to Sj ,

starting from Wµi,m—the starting point of the arc for robot m in subregion Si, the robot

follows the arc path to Wϕi,m, then continues with the straight line path to reach Wµj,m

in subregion Sj . Using Eq. (2.19), the total movement length is αi→jrt + li→j .

While moving, robots observe their surroundings and determine if an adjacent

subregion is visitable, i.e. contains no obstacle. In this work, we assume that the robots

have no prior knowledge about the position of obstacles and boundaries. However, once a

robot is in close proximity to an obstacle or a boundary, it is capable of recognizing that

area as unvisitable with its on-board sensors. Since planning is decentralized, the only

information that needs to be shared by the team members is a list of observed unvisitable

subregions, denoted as U = {Sk|Sk is unvisitable}. If all robots run Algorithm 3 with a

common U , they will select the same subregion Sj to visit in the next step, therefore, no

further communication is required.

Departing from a random position in the environment, robots form a team as

discussed in Section 2.4.1. The departure position is set to be S0(0, 0, 0) in hex grid plane.

At each step, consider the team is currently at Si. Lines 3 - 22 in Algorithm 3 describes

the approach to determine the next subregion Sj to explore. Let V be the set containing

subregions that have been visited. A subregion S∗ is considered as a candidate of Sj if it

satisfies three criteria. 1) S∗ has not yet been visited or marked as an obstacle. 2) At least

one subregion adjacent to S∗ has been visited, i.e. belongs to set V. 3) The sum of the

movement distance in Cartesian plane from Si to S∗ (d2) and from S∗ to S0 (d1), is less

than a robot’s remaining possible travel distance, dt.
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The second criterion is necessary since the estimate of d1 and d2 requires the

existence of at least one valid path from Si to S∗. If a candidate S∗ is an unvisited subregion

such that all of its adjacent subregions are not yet visited, any potential path from Si to

S∗ could contain unvisitable subregions, as we cannot guarantee the existence of visitable

adjacent subregions of S∗. Moreover, it is possible that S∗ itself is unvisitable. The third

criterion ensures that after visiting a selected S∗, robots are able to return to departure

position within battery limits. All candidates S∗ are stored in the set Φ1. Note that all

elements in Φ1 have the same distance h to Si. Among all candidates, the one that has

the most unexplored adjacent subregions will be selected as Sj for two reasons. First, the

selected subregions provides the highest possibility to collect the largest amount of new

information. Second, the chance that the team needs to alter its direction immediately

and visit another far-away unexplored subregion is the least. If multiple candidates in Φ1

have the same number of unexplored adjacent subregions, Sj will be selected based on a

pre-set priority sequence, which indicates the order to attempt visiting each neighboring

subregion. A priority sequence consists of six digits, representing six adjacent subregions

of a hex cell. An example of priority sequence is {North, Northeast, Southeast, South,

Southwest, Northwest}. Note that all robots hold the same priority sequence at the time

of departure.

The required movement distance in Cartesian plane from Si to Sj and from Sj to

S0 can be calculated following function MovD in Algorithm 5. To determine a valid path

between two subregions, for instance, from Sc to Sd, we examine all adjacent subregions of

Sc and select the one, Sc′′ , that is 1) visitable and 2) the closest to Sd in terms of distance
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h in hex grid plane. Then calculate the required movement distance in Cartesian plane d′

using Eq.s (2.16),(2.18), and (2.19), and add Sc′′ into a path P ′. Next, set Sc′′ to be Sc and

repeat the process until Sd is reached. Once Sj is selected, each robot follows its planned

path P2 to visit Sj . Meanwhile, robots share information about unvisitable subregions U .

The distance d2 will be deducted from the remaining distance dt, and Sj will be set as new

Si. The process terminates when the departure subregion S0 is selected as Sj .

Remark 1 If dt is infinite and the environment is unknown but bounded, M-HDE guaran-

tees complete exploration in hex grid plane. M-HDE can return a path Pc that starts and

ends at S0, so that all subregions in the environment are explored.

Suppose that dt is unlimited. Starting from S0, in each subregion Si, function

RangeH searches for a subregion Sj that is h away from Si and has not been explored. For

the searching process to terminate, Sj has to be selected; otherwise, h will keep increasing.

Since the environment is bounded, there must be a moment such that all returned candidates

from function RangeH are unvisitable, in which case Φ1 and Φ2 are both empty sets. Then,

1) all subregions in the environment are in V, 2) for current h, function RangeH returns a

list of subregions which form a ring and completely surround the environment. Then, the

robot team will return to S0 and the exploration process terminates.

Simulation and Results for M-HDE

The proposed M-HDE algorithm is tested in Gazebo simulation.5 The performance

of M-HDE is compared against single-robot baseline using the same approach. As the

5Note that in the following sections, we will give more thorough comparison between M-HDE and HDCP
(HDCP-E) in single-robot setup, as HDCP and HDCP-E are designed for single-robot scenario.
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performance of M-HDE will be compared against other approaches later, it is necessary to

know the performance of M-HDE in multi-robot setting with respect to single robot setting.

A team of robots is deployed to explore a region without knowledge of the en-

vironment. Figure 2.8 shows a 20 m × 20 m 2D Gazebo simulation environment with

two randomly placed obstacles. The green square indicates a randomly selected departure

position. A team of four Turtlebot robots is deployed to explore the area without prior

knowledge of the environment map. Information about obstacles and boundaries is ac-

quired via on-board depth cameras. Subregions that contain detected obstacles are marked

as red, and visited subregions are marked as green. The communication range lc is set to be

1.6 m, and the radius of arc path rt is 0.5 m. Therefore, in four-robot scenario, the hexagon

radius r is approximately 2 m, and in single-robot scenario, r is 1 m. Each Turtlebot moves

at constant velocity of 1 m/s.

Figure 2.8: Simulation environment in Gazebo.

In the first set of experiments, the initial battery level allows each robot to travel

a total distance of dt1 = 100 m at constant velocity 1 m/s. In the second set of experiments,

the total possible travel distance is dt2 = 200 m for each robot.

Figures 2.9(a) and (b) show the exploration paths under constraints dt1 for a team
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of four robots and single robot, respectively. In both scenarios, robots are able to follow

generated paths to explore the environment, and return to the departure position before

energy runs out. The generated paths are smooth and continuous, hence avoiding sudden

acceleration and deceleration. At the same time, no inter-robot or robot-obstacle collision

happens, as the planned paths for each robot do not intersect at any time step. Figure 2.9(a)

suggests more area is covered compared with Fig. 2.9(b), and reveals the advantage of using

multiple robots.

Figure 2.9: Exploration paths for (a) Single robot given travel distance dt1, (b) Multi-robot
team given travel distance dt1, (c) single robot given travel distance dt2, and (d) Multi-robot
team given travel distance dt2.

When a longer travel distance dt2 is allowed, the exploration paths are given in

Fig. 2.9(c) and (d) for a team of four robots and single robot, respectively. In Fig. 2.9(c)

the robot team visits all subregions in the environment, then returns to the departure

position. However, in Fig. 2.9(d), with the same departure energy, a single robot cannot

finish exploring the entire environment. More importantly, Fig. 2.9(c) suggests that M-HDE

achieves complete exploration when energy allows.
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If an obstacle is detected by robots, the subregion that contains the obstacle will be

marked as unvisitable. When the number of robots in the team or the communication range

lc increase, the subregion size increases. The existence of a small portion of an obstacle can

cause a big area not to be explored. In Fig. 2.9(d), the white space in the northeast corner

happens due to the fact that, the obstacle is considered to occupy all subregions in that

direction and causes the region to be unvisitable. This is one weakness of the proposed

approach, and can be improved by setting side length of the regular M-polygon for team

formation to be less than lc, that is, allowing the circle of communication range to intersect.

2.5 Experiments, Results, and Discussion

Our proposed methods, HDCP, HDCP-E, and M-HDE are evaluated in Gazebo

simulation and experimentally with a non-holonomic wheeled robot. Their performance is

compared against 1) online BA∗ [152], and 2) online STC [44] in terms of total coverage

area and average exploration speed.

2.5.1 Simulation

Figures 2.10(a)-(c) show three 20m× 20m 2D simulated forest/farm-like environ-

ments in Gazebo (random, uniform, and in-row placement, respectively). Two type of trees,

which are different in terms of size and shape, are used. Ten trees of each type are placed

in each environment, hence all three environments have same amount of free space. In the

random environment (Fig. 2.10(a)), trees are placed randomly to represent a forest-like un-

structured environment. In the uniform environment (Fig. 2.10(b)), trees are arranged and
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lined up strictly. In the in-row environment (Fig. 2.10(c)), trees are loosely lined up, with

slightly-varying spacing between them. This environment approximates a more realistic

intercropping agricultural field. We further consider the baseline scenario of operating in

an empty environment bounded by square walls.

Figure 2.10: In simulation, (a) random, (b) uniform, and (c) in-row environments.

We deploy the non-holonomic wheeled robot Turtlebot to cover the entire area

without prior knowledge of the environment map. The robot is equipped with an RPLidar

laser scanner as the navigation sensor, and an Astra Pro stereo camera as the observation

sensor. Both perception6 and planning are online. To reduce the uncertainty in obsta-

cle detection caused by online perception and odometry drift, we run ten trials for every

obstacle-cluttered scenario.

Camera observations are chosen to have high accuracy with lr = 0.5 m. Hence,

for HDCP, HDCP-E, and M-HDE, the hex subregion side length is r = 1 m. The robot

moves at a constant velocity of 1 m/s. For BA∗ and STC, the square side length is 1 m;7

the robot moves forward at 1 m/s, and decelerates to 0.3 m/s when taking sharp turns.8

6We use the open-source LIDAR-based obstacle detector published in https://github.com/tysik/

obstacle_detector.
7We refer the reader to [44,152] for more details.
8We optimized the turning speed so that no odometry drift is observed.
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To eliminate the influence of starting position, the robot is deployed from 2 differ-

ent positions: center and lower-left corner (red and blue squares in Fig. 2.10(a)-(c)). Note

that in both simulation and real experiment, robot-centric hex (for HDCP, HDCP-E, and

M-HDE) and square (for STC and BA∗) grids originate at robot’s departure position. In

a robot-centric grid, the number of occupied cells caused by obstacles and environment

boundaries is influenced by the relative position between the object and the origin of the

grid. For instance, a small obstacle can either lie within one cell, or on an edge/intersection

of multiple cells after varying the grid origin. In addition, the size of cells is determined ac-

cording to the robot footprint. The occupied cells near boundaries are marked as obstacles

by the robot at runtime via onboard perception. We do not pre-determine near-boundary

inaccessible cells for the robot prior to departure.

Results and Discussion

Table 2.3 contains means and one-standard deviations for the percentage of cov-

erage area over total free space, total algorithm runtime, and averaged exploration speed

over ten trials. We consider the total free space as subtracting the tree-occupied area from

the total environment area, which is consistent among all scenarios. Inaccessible areas are

produced when the gap between trees is less than the robot width.

Results suggest that, regardless of departing position, HDCP covers the most area

in all evaluated, obstacle-cluttered environments. While the uniform and in-row environ-

ments bounded by square walls are more regular and structured, HDCP still outperforms

the other evaluated methods that use a square grid discretization. Our findings demonstrate

the advantage of hexagon decomposition, where we mark obstacles as more “round-like”
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Table 2.3: Results for percentage of covered area, runtime and exploration speed over 10
simulation trials.

depart at

center

random uniform in-row

area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s) area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s) area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s)

HDCP 83.2±0.4 701.2±12.6 0.47 80.3±0.7 689.7±10.3 0.46 79.1±1.1 700.3±11.7 0.44

HDCP-E 68.1±0.4 337.3±8.0 0.79 68.3±0.6 342.7±4.4 0.78 66.8±0.8 352.4±11.3 0.75

STC 52.7±1.4 561.7±12.1 0.37 58.6±0.1 627.6±2.6 0.37 13.5±0.1 144.2±0.4 0.37

M-HDE 70.4±1.3 450.0±10.6 0.62 71.8±1.7 485.1±15.4 0.58 68.3±2.4 463.6±12.2 0.58

BA∗ 75.7±1.1 629.4±18.5 0.46 73.6±0.5 579.5±4.5 0.48 75.1±1.7 635.1±7.3 0.45

depart at

lower-left

random uniform in-row

area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s) area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s) area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s)

HDCP 83.2±0.4 727.6±6.2 0.45 85.7±1.3 740.4±11.3 0.46 81.3±1.4 699.2±20.6 0.45

HDCP-E 70.7±1.1 369.3±10.0 0.75 67.8±1.1 338.9±9.2 0.79 69.2±1.5 357.3±10.9 0.76

STC 65.8±3.7 622.8±19.1 0.42 59.8±1.9 536.5±29.6 0.44 61.0±1.6 502.4±26.3 0.48

M-HDE 74.0±1.6 496.9±10.6 0.59 75.5±1.8 510.8±22.6 0.58 69.8±1.9 468.3±20.4 0.59

BA∗ 80.7±0.7 661.1±21.2 0.46 79.0±1.3 522.8±30.0 0.57 79.2±4.3 666.2±52.5 0.47

hexagons instead of square cells in obstacle-cluttered environments.

In terms of exploration speed, HDCP-E covers almost twice as fast as STC and BA∗

in all environments from both departure positions. The results suggest that the strategy of

HDCP and HDCP-E for selecting the next subregion is efficient in terms of exploring more

unknown space. However, in HDCP, more area is covered when following the full-circle

at the expense of exploration speed. M-HDE achieves the second fastest exploration, in

which the lack of inner-tangent straight-line transitioning causes longer paths.9 Hence, in

scenarios when the speed of exploring more unknown space is the main concern, HDCP-E

can be used to achieve fast exploration.

9Note that we modify M-HDE by replacing the original path finding strategy with A* to achieve better
performance.
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It is worth noticing that STC is the approach most sensitive to the environment

and departure position. Especially in the in-row environment, STC is unable to cover the

entire space when departing from center. This is because STC assumes all visitable space

has to have a width of at least four times of the sensor footprint radius, to ensure repetition-

free paths [44]. If the assumption is not satisfied, the area will be marked as obstacle, even

if the width of the area is wider than the robot’s own width and can thus be visited. On

the other hand, for HDCP, changing departure position and environment can cause at most

6% coverage percentage loss.

Evident in Fig. 2.11, our proposed method generates smooth paths for robots with

non-holonomic constraints. The robot moves at constant speed throughout the process,

which enables better path following and sensor stability. In contrast, small areas can remain

uncovered in both BA∗ and STC when the robot fails to follow planned paths exactly due

to abrupt deceleration before turning. The advantage of smooth paths is more obvious in

cluttered environments, in which case turning maneuvers are required more frequently.

Empty Environment Baseline

We also evaluate the algorithm in a square environment without obstacles, which is

believed to be most suitable for lawnmower-like methods such as BA∗ and STC. An example

of such empty environment is given in Fig. 2.14 (a). Figures 2.12 and 2.13 below show the

covered areas (top rows) and robot paths (bottom rows) in an obstacle-free environment

when departing from the center and from the lower-left position, respectively. Results show

that, both STC and BA∗ leave some uncovered area when taking turns. Recall that the
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Figure 2.11: Covered area (top panels, in white), detected obstacles (bottom panels, red
cells), and corresponding robot paths (blue curves) for (a) HDCP, (b) HDCP-E, (c) M-HDE,
(d) STC, and (e) BA∗ in the random map when the robot departs at center position.

robot moves at a constant velocity for HDCP, HDCP-E and M-HDE, and has to decelerate

when taking sharp turns for BA* and STC. For fair comparison, we have optimized the

turning speed to the maximum given that no salient odometry drift is observed. However,

the cost of maintaining relatively high speed is leaving some uncovered area when turning.

Figure 2.12: Covered area (top panels, in white), detected obstacles (bottom panels, red
cells), and corresponding robot paths (blue curves) for HDCP ((a),(f)), HDCP-E ((b),(g)),
M-HDE ((c),(h)), STC ((d),(i)), and BA∗ ((e),(j)) in the empty map when the robot departs
at center position.
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Figure 2.13: Covered area (top panels, in white), detected obstacles (bottom panels, red
cells), and corresponding robot paths (blue curves) for HDCP ((a),(f)), HDCP-E ((b),(g)),
M-HDE ((c),(h)), STC ((d),(i)), and BA∗ ((e),(j)) in the empty map when the robot departs
at lower-left position.

Table 2.4 below shows the results for percentage of covered area, runtime and

exploration speed in the empty environment. Results show that, in the empty environ-

ment, BA∗ achieves comparable coverage speed as HDCP-E. This is because when applying

lawnmower-like methods in the empty environment, the robot follows straight-line paths

from one side to another, which requires minimum number of turns. In addition, BA∗ cov-

ers slightly more area than HDCP. This is because square cells describe the square space

better when no obstacle exists. However, in obstacle-cluttered environments, the existence

of unexpected obstacles force the robots to take frequent, possibly sharp turns. Taking sharp

turns requires deceleration and acceleration for lawnmower-like methods, whereas HDCP

and HDCP-E allow robots to operate at constant velocity. Moreover, as discussed above,

the advantage of describing obstacles with hex cells is more obvious in obstacle-cluttered

environments than empty environments. Overall, the proposed HDCP and HDCP-E work

well in unknown and irregularly-shaped obstacle-cluttered environments that are bounded.
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Table 2.4: Results for percentage of covered area, runtime and exploration speed in empty
environment with 10 obstacles.

Depart at center Depart at lower-left

area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s) area (%) runtime (s) avg (m2/s)

HDCP 91.3 794.8 0.46 91.5 763.5 0.48

HDCP-E 75.2 379.9 0.79 72.5 347.4 0.84

STC 79.7 490.4 0.65 88.5 527.9 0.67

M-HDE 74.9 455.1 0.66 72.5 474.2 0.61

BA 90.5 500.1 0.71 93.7 466.7 0.78

Scalability for HDCP and HDCP-E

To study more on the algorithms’ scalability properties, the performance of HDCP

and HDCP-E is evaluated in eight 20m × 20m simulated environments in Gazebo, as shown

in Figure 2.14. Figure 2.14(a) shows an empty environment bounded by square walls as

the baseline. Figures 2.14(b)-(h) are designed to reproduce alternative real agriculture

field scenarios, where varying intra- and inter-row spacing, and mono- and inter-cropping

are considered [50]. Previous results suggest that the departure position has minor/limited

influence on the performance. Since departing from the corner of a field is the most common

case for agricultural applications, we only consider the scenario that the robot departs from

the lower-left corner in simulation.

HDCP and HDCP-E have been applied to the aforementioned eight simulated

agricultural fields (Figure 2.14). For each scenario, we run five trials to reduce the un-

certainty caused by online perception and odometry drift. Table 2.5 contains means and

one-standard deviations for the percentage of coverage area over total free space, and av-
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Figure 2.14: (a) Empty field. Mono-cropping field with (b) 3×3 trees, sparse intra-row,
sparse inter-row (c) 3×6 trees, sparse intra-row, dense inter-row, (d) 3×3 trees, sparse
intra-row, sparse inter-row, (e) 6×6 trees, dense intra-row, dense inter-row, and (f) 6×6
trees, dense intra-row, sparse inter-row. Inter-cropping field with 2×8 type A trees and
2×4 type B trees, with tree type alternates (g) per row, and (h) every other row.

eraged exploration speed. The total free space is considered as unoccupied area by trees,

which decreases as the number of trees increases.

In all simulated scenarios, we observe that regardless of tree density, spacing, and

placement, the robot visits all accessible hexagon subregions in the field following both

HDCP and HDCP-E. The robot is observed to follow smooth paths at constant speed,

which enables the potential to collect high quality images and to conduct accurate diseased

plant identification.

On average, the percentage of covered area is above 85% and 70% for HDCP and

HDCP-E, respectively. The robot covers the most portion of free space in the empty field,

whereas it covers the least free space when the field contains 36 trees. Regardless of the
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discretization type, the loss of free space near obstacles is unavoidable. A small obstacle

can occupy up to three hexagon cells if laying on the intersection of cell boundaries. This

effect becomes more significant as the number of obstacles increases. On the other hand,

with the same number of trees in the field, adjusting inter-row spacing (Figure 2.14 (c) and

(d), (e) and (f)), and intra-row spacing (Figure 2.14 (g) and (h)) only results in about 1%

of coverage percentage change for HDCP. In obstacle-dense environments (Figure 2.14 (e)-

(h)), the percentage of covered area for HDCP-E is more sensitive to spacing adjustments

and tree placements than HDCP.

Fast exploration is achieved using HDCP-E, with average exploration speed above

0.77 m/s2 in all simulated scenarios. The exploration speed for HDCP is around 60% of the

speed for HDCP-E, resulting from the added 2π-arc paths for complete coverage within each

subregion. Adjusting tree quantities and positions leads to at most 0.06 m/s2 exploration

speed change for HDCP-E (0.77 ∼ 0.83 m/s2) and HDCP (0.44 ∼ 0.50 m/s2). Especially,

the robot obtains similar exploration speed in the empty field (Figure 2.14 (a)) and in

the field with 36 trees (Figure 2.14 (e)) for both HDCP (0.49 ∼ 0.50 m/s2) and HDCP-E

(0.83 ∼ 0.82 m/s2). This result suggests that the exploration speed is stable with respect to

varying conditions in different agricultural fields.
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Table 2.5: Results for Percentage of Covered Area and Exploration Speed over 5 Simulated
Trials.

HDCP HDCP-E HDCP HDCP-E

env. area (%) avg (m2/s) area (%) avg (m2/s) env. area (%) avg (m2/s) area (%) avg (m2/s)

(a) 94.1±0.8 0.49 70.9±0.6 0.83 (e) 86.3±1.2 0.50 70.7±2.7 0.82

(b) 92.0±0.4 0.47 76.7±2.9 0.78 (f) 86.2±2.8 0.47 73.2±0.8 0.81

(c) 89.8±0.6 0.46 76.8±1.1 0.78 (g) 89.3±2.2 0.44 73.9±2.4 0.77

(d) 88.8±2.1 0.45 76.7±1.9 0.77 (h) 90.5±1.1 0.46 78.9±1.2 0.78

2.5.2 Experiments

We also evaluate the performance of all algorithms in a 10m × 8m indoor space

(Fig. 2.15(left)) with a real Turtlebot robot (Fig. 2.15(right)) configured as in the simulation.

The environment contains a truss, desks, and chairs as obstacles. For HDCP, HDCP-E, and

M-HDE, we have lr = 0.4 m and the hex subregion side length is chosen to be r = 0.8 m;

the robot moves at constant velocity of 0.3 m/s. For BA∗ and STC, we have side length

of 0.8 m, and the robot moves forward at 0.3 m/s, and decelerates to 0.1 m/s when taking

sharp turns.

Figure 2.15: (left) Experimental environment. (right) Turtlebot used in experiments.
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Table 2.6: Percentage of covered area, runtime and exploration speed in experiments.

HDCP HDCP-E STC M-HDE BA∗

area (%) 76.5 62.3 65.6 73.5 75.8

runtime (s) 367.0 187.5 268.5 259.0 306.5

avg (m2/s) 0.10 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.12

We observe that HDCP and BA∗ cover similar area, which is expected since the

experimental environment is mostly empty with obstacles lined up strictly in the middle.

HDCP-E has the highest average exploration speed, 0.16 m2/s, which is consistent to sim-

ulation results. Further, our approach generates smooth paths (Fig. 2.16) in real time for

robots to follow at constant speed, while BA∗ and STC both require frequent acceleration

and deceleration since the robot makes turns frequently in the small, cluttered space.

Figure 2.16: Paths for (a) HDCP, (b) HDCP-E, (c) STC, (d) M-HDE, and (e) BA∗ in
hardware experiments.

2.5.3 Discussion on Robot-centric Discretization

The discretization of the environment is robot-centric. This is needed as we are

operating in environments of unknown size (yet bounded). As such, coverage near bound-

aries (in terms of occupied cells) can vary depending on a number of parameters such as the
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departure position or the environment’s shape. Determining which cells near the boundary

(and obstacles) are marked as occupied or free relates to three key factors.

• The discretization of the environment is robot-centric. Hence, there are no guarantees

that grid cells will align perfectly with the boundary or obstacles.

• Both the environment boundary and obstacles are unknown to the robot prior to

departure. Instead, they are being determined (and appropriate cells are being marked

as occupied or free) directly by the robot at runtime via onboard perception.

• The grid cell size is influenced by the robot’s sensor footprint and remains fixed during

deployment.

The above factors hold in both simulation and physical experiments in this section and for

all evaluated algorithms irrespectively of the type of the grid (square or hex).

To better illustrate the factors that influence the occupied cells near environment

boundaries, Fig. 2.17 below shows a toy example. The example reveals the influence of 1)

discretization type, 2) chosen algorithm, 3) environment shape, and 4) departure position to

the “occluded” cells near boundary. In Fig. 2.17(a)-(f), an arbitrarily-shaped environment

is highlighted with solid red curve, and the robot departure positions are shown in orange.

Recall that the environment shape and size are unknown to the robot a-priori, and that the

underlying grids are robot-centric. Panels (a)-(b) show two different departure positions in

hex discretization that applies for HDCP, HDCP-E and M-HDE. Panels (c)-(d) show two

different departure positions in square-grid discretization that applies for STC. Panels (e)-

(f) show two different departure positions in square-grid discretization that applies for BA∗.

According to each departure position, cells that will be marked as “occluded/occupied” at
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runtime are shown in grey, whereas cells to be marked as “accessible/free” are shown in

white color.

Comparing Fig. 2.17(a) with (b), Fig. 2.17(c) with (d), and Fig. 2.17(e) with (f), it

can be readily verified that even in the same environment, changing the departure position

will lead to changes in accessibility of near-boundary cells.

Figure 2.17: Accessible cells for different departure positions, algorithms and discretizations.

Furthermore, note that the robot departs at the same position in Fig. 2.17(c)

(STC) and (e) (BA∗), as well as in Fig. 2.17(d) (STC) and (f) (BA∗). STC and BA∗ both use

square-grid discretizations with the same grid side length, however, the “occluded/occupied”

cells near the boundary are different. This is because the STC algorithm always tries to

ensure “repetition-free paths” and “leave space for way back.” Any free space not wide

enough for two grids (i.e. four times the robot sensor footprint radius) will be marked

as obstacle-occupied. To better illustrate this phenomenon, we also add an example of

running STC (Fig. 2.17 (g)) and BA∗ (Fig. 2.17 (h)) in a uniform environment through a

Gazebo simulation. The result shows that in a uniform environment bounded by square

walls, STC and BA∗ mark different obstacle-occupied cells near boundary (solid pink color
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in Fig. 2.17(g) and (h)). Especially in Fig. 2.17(g), the free space between the boundary

and obstacles is not wide enough for STC, leading to a large number of areas marked as

occupied in the grid.

2.6 Conclusion

The chapter contributes to online exploration and coverage planning in unknown

obstacle-cluttered environments. Research on this vein is limited when it comes to con-

sidering some form of dynamic feasibility (in this case Dubins vehicles), while taking into

consideration energy constraint and non-convex environments.

For coverage tasks, results suggest that HDCP can cover more area compared to ex-

isting methods such as STC and BA∗ in unstructured and obstacle-cluttered environments,

which reveals the advantage of decomposing the workspace in hex cells. Further, we show

that Dubins vehicles may fail to follow frequently required sharp turns using STC and BA∗,

leading to uncovered areas along the search path. HDCP guarantees resolution-complete

coverage while considering non-holonomic constraints in the form of Dubins curves. De-

rived geometric closed-form solutions to determine how to move between subregions enable

real-time planning.

Both HDCP-E and M-HDE can achieve the fast exploration (covered area per

unit time) in both structured and unstructured environments. HDCP-E follows a similar

planning strategy as HDCP to select the next subregion to visit, which prioritizes to explore

all nearby areas before leaving to explore regions that are farther away. Compared with

HDCP, HDCP-E reduces the repeatedly visited area. On the other hand, M-HDE prioritizes
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visiting the most unexplored area, doing which leaves uncovered subregions and necessitates

returning back to fill in holes. As M-HDE only considers outer tangent line for movement

between subregions, it covers slightly more area than HDCP-E at the cost of more redundant

paths. Other advantages for M-HDE including multi-robot application and guarantees to

return to departure position under energy budget.

Limitations and Direction of Future Work In terms of covered area, current weak-

nesses of HDCP are a slight underperformance compared to BA∗ in square, empty environ-

ments, and the presence of repeated arc segments on circular paths when moving to the

tangent points. However, we believe that ensuring path smoothness and continuity due to

this repetition outweighs the limitation. Future work will focus on performing a complexity

analysis to investigate how to speed up the methodology, and application to real world

agricultural/forest environments.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic Task Planning under

Budget Constraints

This chapter focuses on task planning in scenarios where approximate prior maps

have been obtained and task cost is uncertain. Given budget constraints, the goal is to

complete all tasks with distinct urgency efficiently. Even though some information regarding

the task costs can be retrieved and be used to steer robot task allocation, the information

may not be trustworthy. The actual task cost may vary due to the underlying spatio-

temporal changes of the environment, or due to the presence of uncertainty during task

execution. To this end, the task planning problem boils down to a two-layer intertwined

decision making under uncertainty problem that needs to be solved simultaneously: How to

perform optimal sampling given an approximate prior map, and how to decide an optimal

stopping time (i.e. to return to base) to avoid exceeding a given task capacity?
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In this chapter, we especially focus on stochastic task planning for precision agri-

culture, as autonomous mobile robots increasingly contribute to persistent missions in agri-

cultural applications, such as monitoring crop health [14] and sampling specimens [22] across

extended spatio-temporal scales to enhance efficiency and productivity [124]. We aim to

complete all tasks while prioritizing those that are more urgent, and subject to diverse bud-

get thresholds and stochastic costs for tasks. To describe agriculture-related environments

that incorporate stochastic costs to complete tasks, a new Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle

Graph (SAG) is introduced. Then, a task allocation algorithm, termed Next-Best-Action

Planning (NBA-P), is proposed. NBA-P utilizes the underlying structure enabled by SAG,

and tackles the task planning problem by simultaneously determining the optimal tasks

to perform and an optimal time to exit (i.e. return to a base station), at run-time. The

proposed approach is tested with both simulated data and real-world experimental datasets

collected in a commercial vineyard, in both single- and multi-robot scenarios.

This chapter is structured as follows: Chapter 3.1 discusses the background and

related works. Chapter 3.2 introduces a new Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph(SAG),

which is used to described structured environments. Chapter 3.3 contributes a Next-Best-

Action Planning algorithm for stochastic task planning. Chapter 3.4 demonstrates para-

metric studies on synthetic data, as well as simulation results of NBA-P compared against

existing approaches on real datasets collected from a commercial vineyard for 1-, 2- and

5-robot scenarios. Chapter 3.5 discusses the conclusions, limitations and future directions.
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3.1 Background

In most precision agriculture applications, an autonomous robot (or a team of

them) needs to perform certain tasks in distinct locations of the environment subject to

a specific budget [16] on the actions the robot can take (e.g., a maximum capacity of soil

samples to carry [150]). During in-field operations, the actual costs to complete tasks can be

uncertain whereas expected costs may be known. Also, some tasks can be more urgent than

others, and have to be prioritized. It is often the case [17, 122, 124] that there exists some

prior information about a required task (e.g., older measurements of soil moisture [142])

that can bias robot task assignment(s). Hence, it is necessary to develop approaches that

utilize limited prior information to plan tasks with uncertain costs and priority level.

3.1.1 Related Work

In order to capture the motion constraints emerging when robots navigate in struc-

tured environments like agricultural fields, we consider Aisle graphs [136,142]. In the original

aisle graph [136,142], vertices and edges are associated with known and constant reward and

movement costs, respectively. To this end, we extend the original aisle graph to Stochastic-

Aisle-Graph(SAG), which can represent uncertain task costs.

A direct approach for persistent sampling (and/or monitoring) is to survey the

entire space and perform the desired task(s) sequentially [152]. In this case, the problem

becomes to survey and cover the entire field. When the environment map is known, the

free space can be decomposed (e.g., [46,66,75,87,100]) into a set of non-overlapping subre-

gions, then lawnmower-like motions can be applied in each cell. When the environment is
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unknown, the proposed HDCP approach in Chapter 2 can be utilized. The main drawback

is that the robot would then exhaustively visit all sampling locations without prioritizing

those that would yield a higher gain or would be more time-critical.

Orienteering [55, 141, 143, 147] can address part of this drawback by determining

paths that maximize the cumulative gain under a constant budget. Orienteering is NP-

hard, and thus greedy heuristics are often employed [142]. Recent efforts on stochastic

orienteering associate stochastic costs to graph edges and propose a time-aware policy for

a robot to adjust its path to avoid exceeding a certain budget [140]. The robot prioritizes

visiting adjacent locations if they jointly yield higher gains than isolated high-gain loca-

tions, and provided that any budget constraints are not violated [141, 143]. However, this

strategy can be insufficient for missions where some tasks are more urgent than others. For

instance, several existing robot task allocation strategies, albeit for distinct application do-

mains [7,80,151,158], typically consider a deadline [97] or user-defined importance levels. In

precision agriculture, overhead imagery (e.g., thermal imaging) can help pinpoint locations

that appear to be under water stress [45], in which case sampling leaves or soil in those areas

should be prioritized. We formalize the notion of tasks with distinct urgency (e.g., a closer

deadline or greater importance) by assigning a priority level [11, 101] to tasks. However,

addressing cases that involve uncertain task cost on vertices for aisle graphs remains open.

NBA-P tackles the problem by simultaneously considering uncertain task costs on vertices

and deterministic costs on edges.

Optimal stopping [132] can be used to find the (optimal) criteria to terminate a

process while incorporating uncertainty [26]. Often, data arrive in sequence, and irrevocable
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decision has to be made as to when the expected return is maximized [1, 23, 118]. Opti-

mal stopping has been used in robotics applications like target tracking [13] and marine

ecosystem monitoring [28]. However, no motion constraints apply to robot actions, and

hence existing methods cannot be ported over to operations on aisle graphs. Paths planned

with NBA-P fill the gap, as they directly apply to environments with motion constraints

captured by aisle graphs.

3.1.2 Discussion

There exist two key challenges for efficient robot task allocation in precision agri-

culture. First, prior maps can indicate biases in task assignments, but may not be trust-

worthy. This is because conditions in the agricultural field can change rapidly [45], are

dynamic [70, 166], and may be hard to predict ahead of time [79]. Second, as the budget

is being depleted, the robot needs to periodically return to a base station (e.g., to drop

collected samples and/or recharge).

The first challenge (i.e. deciding when to return to the base station) can be ad-

dressed by formulating an optimal stopping problem, the aim of which is to determine the

timing to stop performing more tasks and return to the base station. The second challenge

(i.e. sampling under biased and/or less trustworthy prior maps) can be addressed by for-

mulating an optimal sampling problem, the aim of which is to optimally select sampling

locations and/or tasks in the context of this work given limited and possibly biased prior

information.

Our proposed Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P) method can solve both decision-

making problems simultaneously. Instead of directly utilizing prior information, NBA-P
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plans based on priority levels to reduce the influence of bias/inaccuracy (Challenge 2). In

addition, NBA-P select tasks with the highest priority level (Challenge 2) that satisfy all

budgets constraints (Challenge 1); doing so maximizes the gain in the sense of prioritizing

the most urgent tasks if possible (Challenge 2). The robot returns to base station if no such

task exists (Challenge 1).

We would like to emphasize that, the proposed method is most suitable for appli-

cations where some tasks are more urgent, or required to be completed earlier than others.

To this end, besides maximizing the return under budget constraints, we intend to guar-

antee that higher priority level tasks are prioritized if budget allows in the meantime. On

the other hand, the intent of orienteering problems is to maximize the cumulative reward,

which is a different problem from what we are solving in this work. Moreover, any prior

information (including any type of “reward”) will not be a direct input to NBA-P. Instead,

a priority level will be extracted from that prior information, and will then be used as input

to the algorithm. To this end, visiting two locations with lower priority level (lower gain)

instead of one location with the highest priority level (higher gain) is not the ideal behavior

for the problem solved herein.

3.2 Representing Environments with Uncertain Task Costs

This chapter contributes a new Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph(SAG). SAG

is an extension of existing aisle graph [136,142], which is often used to describe structured

environment, such as warehouses, libraries, and agriculture-related environments. SAG

further incorporates uncertain task costs. We first give a brief overview of the original aisle
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graph in Section 3.2.1, then continue to discuss basics of SAG, as well as how to describe

structure environments with uncertain task costs utilizing SAG in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Overview of Aisle Graphs

The concept of Aisle Graph were first proposed as Irrigation Graph(IG) in [142],

then was formally named Aisle Graph in [136]. The structure of Aisle Graph can capture

the motion constraints of a robot when navigating in environments, including warehouses,

libraries, and agriculture-related fields (e.g. vineyard, orchard, and orange tree fields).

Examples of agricultural environments that can be captured by Aisle Graphs are given in

Fig. 3.1. In such environments, obstacles exist in rows in parallel manner. Hence, when

robots operates, it can only change rows at either end of the row, and crossing rows in the

middle is not possible.

Figure 3.1: Agricultural Fields Located at ArgOps, University of California-Riverside,
Riverside, CA.

Aisle Graphs1 have been utilized in orienteering problems for precision agriculture.

In [141–143], the motion constraints imposed by the structure of vineyard are modeled by

Aisle Graphs. Then, an optimization problem emerges whereby robots aim to perform

some designated tasks, which require the robot to visit a set of locations under budget

1In the following, we refer to Irrigation Graph as Aisle Graphs for consistency
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constraints. In [141, 142], the task is to perform adjustments on water emitters placed on

irrigation lines, where the water emitters are uniformly spaced and located at vertices on

Aisle graphs. Two greedy heuristics are proposed for the orienteering problem in [142], one

of which outperform the widely used S-algorithm heuristic [148] with less computational

time. In [141], three parameter-free approaches are proposed for multi-robot scenario,

which solves the team orienteering problem modeled with Aisle Graphs. Further, in [143],

a bi-objective orienteering problem, in which the goal is to adjust water emitters as well as

collect soil moisture samples, is discussed. The desirable locations for soil moisture sample

collection are co-located at vertices on Aisle Graphs [143]. In [135, 136], a variant of Aisle

Graph, single-access Aisle Graph, is considered for agricultural fields and warehouses. For

single-access Aisle Graph, all rows are connected only on one end, and robots are allowed

to travel back-and-forth in a row. In this case, the robot can only enter and exit a row from

the same end.

3.2.2 From Aisle Graph to Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph

We propose Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph (SAG) as a way to extend the

original Aisle Graph to handle missions consisting of tasks with priority levels and stochastic

execution costs. There are three differences between SAG and the original Aisle Graphs.

1. SAG considers stochastic costs for task execution at vertices, whereas on the original

Aisle Graphs, task cost for execution at vertices are constant.

2. Vertices in SAG are associated with task priority levels, whereas for the original Aisle

Graphs, the priority level for all vertices are equal.
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3. In SAG, the gain, which describes the benefit of completing a task, is proportional to

the actual resource consumption if the task is fully completed. In the original Aisle

Graphs, the gain of completing a task are constant and known a priori.

With more resource consumption, higher gain could be obtained, e.g., higher qual-

ity information during soil sampling process, or better field hydration/irrigation results.

Note that no gain will be obtained if 1) the resource budget is exceeded during task execu-

tion, and the task is aborted, or 2) a robot only passes through a vertex on its way without

performing a task. In contrast, in the original aisle graph rewards are constant and can be

collected immediately when passing through vertices.

3.2.3 Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph

Given a field that contains m rows and n columns, where n denote the total number

of possible sampling locations in each row, its SAG representation is an undirected graph

As(m,n+ 2) = (V,E), where V and E are the sets of vertices and edges, respectively. Note

that in the graph representation we add two additional ‘virtual’ columns at indices j = 0

and j = n + 1 that connect the m rows; virtual vertices carry no gain. An example of a

As(3, 3 + 2) = As(3, 5) graph with 3 rows and 5 columns is given in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: SAG As(3, 3 + 2) with 3 rows and 5 columns. Grey nodes are end vertices to
connect rows. Vertices with red edges are base stations.
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Definition of vertices and edges

The set of vertices are V = {vi,j |1 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1}. The set of vertices E

is built as follows:2

• Vertices vi,j with i ∈ [1,m] and j ∈ [1, n] have two edges, ei,(j−1)+ and ei,j+ .

• Vertices vi,j with i ∈ (1,m) and j ∈ {0, n + 1} have three edges: if j = 0, then

{ei,0+ , e(i−1)+,0, ei+,0}; and if j = n+ 1, then {ei,n+ , e(i−1)+,n+1, ei+,n+1}.

• The four corner vertices are v1,0, vm,0, v1,n+1, vm,n+1, each of which has two edges.

Priority Level for tasks

Set S contains all priority levels in As. Let cv : V −→ R≥0 and ce : E −→ R≥0 be

the costs for task execution at vertices and movement on edges, respectively. The actual

resource consumption to complete a task at vertex v ∈ V follows an exponential distribution,

cv(v) ∼ Exp(w̄s), where w̄s is the mean cost of all tasks with priority level s ∈ S. The actual

task cost is not known before task completion, and is independent between tasks at different

locations. The cost of movement on edges is a known constant. Function f : V −→ S returns

the priority level of a vertex, and f(vi,j) = 0, vi,j ∈ V indicates no tasks at a vertex.3

Condition f(i1,j1) < f(i2,j2) implies the task at vi2,j2 is more urgent than the task at vi1,j1 .

In other words, if the same amount of resources is consumed at vi1,j1 and vi2,j2 , higher gain

is obtained at vi2,j2 . Once a task is completed, its priority level is set to be 0.

2For clarity and completeness, we follow and partially adapt the definition of the original aisle graphs
from [136,142].

3For clarity, we will henceforth write f(vi,j) as f(i,j). Any other functions that take vertices as input will
be shortened similarly.
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Let r : V −→ R≥0 be the actual gain obtained when completing a task. Function

µ : S −→ R>0 maps each priority level to a deterministic positive value, which indicates the

gain-to-cost ratio of completing a task of given priority level. Then,

r(i1,j1) = µ(f(i1,j1))cv(i1,j1),

µ(f(i1,j1)) < µ(f(i2,j2)), if f(i1,j1) < f(i2,j2),

for vi1,j1 , vi2,j2 ∈ V . Vertices vi,j with i ∈ [1,m] and j = n+ 1 are virtual nodes to connect

rows, hence f(i,j) = 0, cv(i,j) = 0, r(i,j) = 0. Edges ei,0+ and ei,n+ with i ∈ [1,m] has

ce(ei,0+) = ce(ei,n+) = 0.

How to determine priority level?

Priority levels can be user-defined or estimated via any prior environment maps.

The latter can be determined based on collected data, e.g., difference between ideal and

sampled soil moisture levels [142]. However, prior information may be approximate and

thus lead to suboptimality if directly set as priority levels for vertices. A way to assign

priority levels from prior information is to set thresholds so that data within a range yield

the same priority level. Only same types of tasks with same expected cost can be set at

same priority level.

3.3 Proposed Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P) Algorithm

This section discusses stochastic task allocation on SAGs. We propose Next-Best-

Action Planning (NBA-P) algorithm using SAG, which simultaneously determines 1) how

to optimally schedule which tasks to perform at run-time, and 2) when to optimally stop
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performing new tasks and return back to the base station also at run-time. NBA-P ensures

that urgent tasks are prioritized subject to both energy and resource budgets. In addition,

it can be extended to multi-robot teams.

Our method applies when: 1) motion constraints in the environment can be cap-

tured by a SAG; 2) the cost of completing tasks follow exponential distributions; and 3) the

obtained gain by completing a task is proportional to the actual task cost.

3.3.1 Energy and Resource Budgets

Deciding a next task for a robot to complete is dependent on available budget,

which can be of multiple types. For instance, the number of locations that a robot can

visit and sample from in one ‘trip’ is constrained by both the energy capacity to move

between locations and the robot’s sample payload capacity. Exceeding the energy budget

can prevent the robot from returning to the base station to recharge and drop collected

samples, whereas exceeding the sample payload capacity may cause potential robot and

sample damage.

Here we consider an energy budget for the robot moving between locations, and a

resource budget linked to task execution. The two budgets are independent of each other,

and both can be reset to their initial values when the robot returns to the base station.

The actual amount of resources consumed to execute a task can differ from what is the

expectation in practice. In fact, the actual amount of resources consumed for task execution

is revealed only after the task has been completed. To model this, we consider the cost to

complete a task to be a stochastic random variable that follows some known distribution.

Specific details can be found in Section 3.2.3. On the other hand, following existing works,
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the cost to move between locations, is considered to be deterministic [141, 142], which is

constrained by energy budget. The scenario involving stochastic movement cost can be part

of future works, which is not discussed here.

3.3.2 Stochastic Task Allocation on SAGs

A mission on SAG As(m,n+ 2) = (V,E) comprises tasks located at v ∈ VT ⊂ V .

Given energy budget for moving along edges and resource budget for executing tasks on

vertices, to complete all tasks in VT so that:

• C1: Tasks are prioritized according to priority level.

• C2: The number of tasks being aborted because of exceeding the resource budget (at

run-time) are minimized.

C1 enforces the time-critical decision making, whereas C2 ensures efficiency of mission

completion. When a task is aborted, no gain is obtained and both consumed resources and

energy spent moving to that vertex are wasted. Aborting tasks will also cause delays on

mission completion time. To avoid exceeding the resource budget at run-time, the robot

thus needs to determine an optimal stopping time. Its next action should be to either 1)

perform another feasible task of the highest possible priority level (which we describe how

to set next), or 2) stop performing tasks and return to the base station. Since the actual

cost is unknown before completing a task, the next action and corresponding paths are

determined in an adaptive manner based on remaining budget at run-time.
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3.3.3 Overview of NBA-P Algorithm

Our proposed Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P) approach balances sampling

feasible vertices on SAG and determining when it is preferable to exit (i.e. return to base

station) based on remaining resource and energy budgets. When sampling feasible vertices,

we use a three-phase approach:

• Phase 1: sample feasible vertices subject to resource budget;

• Phase 2: sample feasible vertices from phase 1 subject to energy budget;

• Phase 3: select a row to proceed and plan corresponding paths.

When sampling in phase 1, we start from the highest priority level that currently exists. If

either phase 1 or phase 2 returns no feasible vertex, we decrease the examined priority level

until either feasible vertices are found, or the examined priority level reaches 0, in which

case it is optimal to exit. This strategy ensures that tasks with higher priority level are

prioritized when possible.

3.3.4 Phase 1: Feasible Vertices Subject to Resource Budget

To tackle the stochastic task cost, we formulate the next task selection subject to

resource budget as an optimal stopping problem. In this phase, we do not need to consider

the actual robot position.

Optimal Stopping

At each step, the robot must make irrevocable decision in real-time on whether to

perform more tasks or return to base station to unload or recharge. This can be formed as a
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classical optimal stopping problem [132], such as well-known secretary problem [42], where

the decision is whether to stop or to continue. The concept of optimal stopping has been

utilized in robotic applications including stochastic mission monitoring [13], and marine

ecosystem monitoring [28].

In this work, we employ a one-stage-look-ahead rule: if it is better to return to base

station directly than to perform one more task of any priority level then return. Let p and

q be the remaining resource budget and the total gain in the current ‘trip’ (i.e. operation

since last visit to a base station), respectively. Not that gain q are set to 0 when the robot

resets at the base station. If a task of priority level s ∈ S consumes x amount of resources,

the return is µ(s)x. Then, in a dynamic programming framework, with (p, q) the state, the

expected return function, Φ(p, q), is

Φ(p, q) =


max
s∈S

{ ∫ p
0 λse

−λsxΦ(p− x, q + µ(s)x)dx
}

, if p > 0,

q, otherwise,

(3.1)

where λs = 1
w̄s

. When the robot still has some resource budget left (i.e. if p > 0),

the (expected) return is updated recursively. At each recursion step, given the revised

remaining resource budget, the policy selects a task of priority level s ∈ S among all

tasks such that the return is maximized. If a task of priority level s ∈ S consumes x

amount of resources, the return is µ(s)x, where µ(s) is the gain-to-cost ratio. Hence, in a

“new/future” state at the next stage, the remaining capacity becomes p − x and the total

gain becomes q+µ(s)x. The best possible “future” contribution to the total return is given

by Φ(p−x, q+µ(s)x), which is discounted exponentially. Therefore, the part of the equation

Φ(p, q) = max
s∈S

{ ∫ p
0 λse

−λsxΦ(p − x, q + µ(s)x)dx
}

yields the recurrence relation. On the
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other hand, in the “otherwise” scenario, no more task can be completed, so the recursive

update stops, i.e. when there is no remaining resource budget to perform any new tasks,

the total return remains the same as q.

Single Priority Level for All Tasks

We start with the case that all tasks in the mission have the same priority level,

|S| = 1, i.e. no task need to be prioritized over other ones. In this case, we only need to

determine the optimal time to exit (stop performing tasks and to return to base station).

According to Eq. (3.1), for s ∈ S, the state (p′, q′) is on the optimal stopping boundary if

q′ =

∫ p′

0
λse
−λsx(q′ + µ(s)x)dx, (3.2)

since continuing to perform another task will not result in higher expected return. Hence,

the robot should exit and directly return to the base station if the current state (p, q)

satisfies p < p′ and q > q′, i.e. all tasks are infeasible. Solving Eq. (3.2) leads to

q′ =
µ(s)

λs
(eλsp

′ − 1− λsp′). (3.3)

Defining function g : (R≥0, S)→ R≥0, (p
′, s) 7→ q′ based on Eq. (3.3) represents the optimal

stopping boundary curve for a given priority level. Thus, it is optimal to exit at state (p′, q′)

when q′ ≥ g(p′, s) given a priority level s ∈ As.

Definition 1. A task of priority level s is feasible for the current state (p, q), if (p, q) lies

below the optimal stopping boundary curve g(p′, s) (Fig. 3.3).

In Fig. 3.3(a), a1 is an example of a state with infeasible tasks of s2 and by necessity

of s1, whereas a2 is feasible for both priority level 1 and 2 tasks. In Fig. 3.3(b), state b1
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Figure 3.3: Illustrations of cases described in (a) Lemma 1, (b) Condition 1 and (c) Condi-
tion 2. Red points visualize sample states (p, q). In (a)-(c), tasks of priority levels s1 or s2

are feasible if the current state (p, q) is below the curves g(p′, s1) or g(p′, s2), respectively.

is infeasible for both priority level 1 and 2 tasks, b2 is infeasible for priority level 2 tasks,

but still feasible for priority level 1 task, and b3 is feasible for both level 1 and 2 tasks. In

Fig. 3.3(c), c1 is infeasible for for both priority level 1 and 2 tasks. State c2 is infeasible

for priority level 2 tasks, but still feasible for priority level 1 tasks while c3 is infeasible for

priority 1 tasks, but still feasible for priority 2 tasks. State c4 is feasible for both priority

level 1 and 2 tasks.

Multiple Priority Levels Across Tasks

If |S| > 1, the robot determines the candidates with highest possible priority level

allowed by the remaining budget. The optimal strategy is to examine the feasibility to

perform a task of priority level s = max(S), and then decrease s until a feasible task is

found. If no feasible task exists until s = 0, then the optimal decision is to return back to

the base station.

When multiple priority levels exist, it is not always true that tasks with higher

priority levels must be performed before any lower priority rank tasks. To maximize the
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expected return in one ‘trip’ (i.e. between two times that a robot visits the base station),

when the remaining resource budget is not enough for high priority level tasks, a task with

lower priority level can potentially be selected to be performed next. However, in some

scenarios, a lower priority task will never be selected prior to a higher priority task.

Lemma 1. At state (p, q), given that tasks with priority level s ∈ S are infeasible, then all

tasks with s′ ∈ S and s′ < s must be infeasible if w̄s′ ≥ w̄s.

Proof. Let s1, s2 ∈ S : 1 ≤ s1 < s2 ≤ max(S) and µ(s1) < µ(s2). The mean costs of s1

and s2 tasks are w̄s1 and w̄s2 , respectively. If w̄s1 ≥ w̄s2 , for any p > 0, g(p, s2) > g(p, s1).

Hence, if a s2 priority level task is infeasible at state (p, q), i.e. q ≥ g(p, s2), then q ≥

g(p, s2) > g(p, s1), and s1 tasks are infeasible too (Fig. 3.3(a)). �

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b) and (c), for s1, s2 ∈ S such that

1 ≤ s1 < s2 ≤ max(S), if w̄s1 < w̄s2 , the relationship between boundary curves g(p, s1) and

g(p, s2) is either Condition 1 (Fig. 3.3(b)) or Condition 2 (Fig. 3.3(c)).

• Condition 1 :

g(p, s2) < g(p, s1),∀p > 0, (3.4)

• Condition 2: ∃p0 > 0, such that

g(p, s2)


≥ g(p, s1), if 0 < p ≤ p0

< g(p, s1), if p > p0

(3.5)

For Condition 1, a state (p, q) above the curve g(p, s2) can be still below the curve

g(p, s1), e.g., point b2 in Fig. 3.3(b). In this case, s1 tasks should be performed next even

if there still exist s2 tasks. For Condition 2, when p > p0, the situation is the same as
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described above for Condition 1. When 0 < p ≤ p0 we reduce to the conditions of Lemma

1, in which case given that s2 tasks are infeasible, s1 tasks must be infeasible (an example

is point c1 in Fig. 3.3(c)).

Let Q1 be the set containing all feasible vertices subject to a given resource budget.

We propose Algorithm 6 to determine Q1 at a state (p, q). If Q1 = ∅, the robot returns

to the base station. Otherwise, all vertices in Q1 will continue to be examined in Phase 2

subject to a given energy budget.

3.3.5 Phase 2: Feasible Vertices Subject to Energy Budget

From Q1, we continue sampling vertices that satisfy the energy budget constraint.

Suppose a robot is at vertex vic,jc ∈ V , and a vertex vi,j ∈ Q1 is a candidate to be examined.

Without loss of generality, suppose two base stations are located on row id, each at one of

the end vertices vid,0 and vid,n+1. The robot can reset at either one. Vertex vi′,j′ is feasible

if the current remaining energy budget T allows the robot to move to vi′,j′ then to any base

station. Let tα(i′) be the cost to move from vic,jc to an end node–either on column 0 or

n+ 1 depending on the robot’s moving direction in current row i′ (recall backward motion

is not allowed). Let tβ(i′) be the cost to move between two end vertices vi′,0 and vi′,n+1

in row i′, and tγ be the cost to move from the end vertex on row i′ closest to the robot

along its direction of motion to the closest base station. Let hl and hr represent the robot

moving toward column 0 and j+1, respectively. Suppose i11 = min(ic, i
′), i12 = max(ic, i

′),
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Algorithm 6 SampleQone((p, q), s)

1: procedure Determine Q1 at state (p, q)

2: s← min(s,max(S)), Q1 ← ∅

3: while s > 0 & Q1 = ∅ do

4: if q < g(p, s) then

5: for v ∈ VT do

6: if f(v) = s then

7: Q1 ← Q1 ∪ {v}

8: end if

9: end for

10: else

11: while ws−1 ≥ ws do

12: s← s− 1

13: end while

14: s← s− 1

15: end if

16: end while

17: return Q1, s

18: end procedure

i21 = min(i′, id), and i22 = max(i′, id). Then,

tα(i′) =


∑n−1

j=jc
ce(eic,j+) +

∑i12−1
i=i11

ce(ei+,n+1) , if hl ,

∑jc−1
j=1 ce(eic,j+) +

∑i12−1
p=i11

cv(ei+,0) , if hr .

(3.6)
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tβ(i′) =
n−1∑
j=1

ce(ei′,j+) . (3.7)

tγ(i′) =


∑i22−1

i=i21
ce(ei+,0) , if hl ,

∑i22−1
i=i21

ce(ei+,n+1), if hr .

(3.8)

Then, vi′,j′ is feasible if

T ≥ tα(i′) + tβ(i′) + tγ(i′) . (3.9)

If vi′,j′ can be reached, all vertices on row i′ must be reachable, since tα(i′) + tβ(i′) + tγ(i′)

only depends on row i′. Costs tβ and tγ are fixed for each row and can be precomputed

prior to deployment. Cost tα is computed at run-time. The set containing all vertices that

satisfy both budgets is

Q2 = {vi′,j′ ∈ Q1|tα(i′) + tβ(i′) + tγ(i′) ≤ T} . (3.10)

3.3.6 Phase 3: Row Selection and Path Planning

Phase 3 can be reached if Q2 6= ∅. Note that all tasks at vertices in Q2 have the

same priority level s and hence the same expected cost w̄s. Therefore, sampling the next

vertex turns into selecting a row i which consists of one or more tasks of priority level s.

Then, the robot will perform the first encountered feasible task while moving along row i.

Suppose the robot is currently at vic,jc with state (p, q). The row i ∈ [1,m] is

selected such that ∀i′ ∈ [1,m], i′ 6= ic,

min{|Q2(i)|,
⌊
q

w̄s

⌋
} > min{|Q2(i′)|,

⌊
q

w̄s

⌋
} , (3.11)

tα(i) ≤ tα(i′) , (3.12)
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where Q2(i) = {vi′,j′ ∈ Q2|i′ = i}, and w̄s is the mean cost of feasible tasks. By Eq. (3.11),

the robot is expected to complete more tasks in row i than any other row. Thus, row i

should be the row that contains the largest number of feasible tasks permitted by remaining

budget q, according to the expected cost w̄s. If multiple rows return a tie, then the row

closest to the robot’s current position will be selected as per Eq. (3.12).

3.3.7 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P) approach is formalized in Algo-

rithm 7. NBA-P can be extended to apply to multi-robot teams by sequentially determining

the next best action for each robot. In multi-robot implementation, each robot runs NBA-P

independently and in parallel, and exchanges information only about the row it currently

occupies. For each robot, Q2 has to be modified by removing all vertices in those rows

that are occupied by other robots. Note that similar to [141], multiple robots can travel

simultaneously along the vertical columns 0 and n + 1, since space on the boundary of a

field is typically much larger.

3.4 Simulation and Results

To study the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach, we test with

1) simulated data in a 2-robot scenario, and 2) data collected from a real-world vineyard in

1-, 2-, and 5-robot scenarios. Testing with simulated data enables parameter tuning so as

to study the properties of NBA-P, whereas testing with real-world data reveals the spatial

pattern of real tasks that exist in agricultural fields.
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Algorithm 7 NBA-P

1: procedure Determine next action at state (p, q)

2: s← max(S), Q1 ← ∅, Q2 ← ∅

3: while Q2 = ∅ do

4: if s=0 then

5: exit, return to base station

6: end if

7: Q1, s← SampleQone((p, q), s)

8: if Q1 = ∅ then

9: exit, return to base station

10: else

11: obtain Q2 from Eq. (3.9), s← s− 1

12: end if

13: end while

14: continue with Phase 3

15: end procedure

3.4.1 Parametric Study on Synthetic Data

Simulation Setup

We consider a simulated environment As(20, 17) of 20 rows and 17 columns (in-

cluding the two virtual columns). Base stations are located at v10,0 and v10,16. The cost to

move on each edge is 1. Consider two robots deployed from base station v10,0 to complete

all tasks. Each robot departs with energy budget 80, and resource budget 40. Note that
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values for both budgets are selected randomly for evaluation purposes. Expected task costs

are selected to achieve a budget over expected cost ratio of 20, which helps reveal general

patterns of the method. A vertex is considered “visited” if the robot stops at the vertex and

attempts to perform a task, regardless whether the task is ultimately completed or aborted.

If the resource budget is exceeded before task completion, the task will be aborted, the

resources already consumed for this task are considered to be “wasted,” and no gain will

be obtained. The total gain will be the sum of the actual gain, which is proportional to

the actual task cost, at all task-completed vertices. Two cases are studied, 1) S = {1},

i.e. all tasks have equal priority level, and 2) S = {1, 2}, i.e. two priority levels exist,

hence tasks with s = 2 will be prioritized. In case 1, µ(1) = 1, w̄1 = 2; and in case 2,

µ(1) = 1, µ(2) = 2, w̄1 = 1.5, w̄2 = 2. For each case study, 10 trials are conducted. In each

trial, 225 tasks are randomly assigned to 225 vertices in As, with randomly generated task

location and actual task cost.

Comparison Against Lawnmower Planner

NBA-P is compared against lawnmower planner [165], which is often seen in

agriculture-related applications [57, 112]. In naive lawnmower (N-LM), a robot follows

meandering paths to survey rows in sequence. When no budget constraint is considered,

and when departing from a corner in a square environment, lawnmower will generate the

shortest path to survey the entire field in the sense that each vertex is visited only once. In

multi-robot cases, each robot runs N-LM independently and in parallel to each other. In

each trial, the proposed method and the N-LM method are tested on the same simulated

environment.
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Results and Discussion

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate shows from a sample trial when |S| = 1 and |S| = 2,

respectively. Figures 3.4(a) and 3.5(a) show the percentage of obtained gain over ground

truth total gain as a function of visited vertices (shortened as r/v ratio). Figures 3.4(b)

and 3.5(b) show the total wasted resources because of aborted tasks as a function of visited

vertices (shortened as w/v ratio). Total wasted resources are the sum of resource consump-

tion for all aborted tasks. Total gain, total wasted resources and visited vertices correspond

to the sum of those values from both robots. Results suggest that all tasks are completed,

and the robots return to the base station.

Figure 3.4: Example of (a) percentage of obtained gain and (b) wasted resources over visited
vertices when |S| = 1.

Table 3.1 contains the mean and one standard deviation of r/v ratio, w/v ratio,

and total visited vertices over 10 trials. Larger r/v suggests higher efficiency since more

gain is obtained by visiting the same number of vertices, i.e. same number of attempts

to execute tasks. Lower w/v indicates lower rates of aborted tasks, i.e. less resources are

wasted by visiting the same number of vertices. Higher r/v, lower w/v, and less total visited
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Figure 3.5: Example of (a) percentage of obtained gain and (b) wasted resources over visited
vertices when |S| = 2.

vertices are desired, and these conditions together indicate higher overall effectiveness.

Table 3.1: Results for simulated data over 10 trials.

r/v ratio w/v ratio vertices

(10−3) (10−2) visited

|S| = 1
NBA-P 4.42± 0.024.42± 0.024.42± 0.02 1.12± 1.081.12± 1.081.12± 1.08 226.2± 1.1226.2± 1.1226.2± 1.1

N-LM 3.46± 0.18 9.13± 1.74 289.4± 14.9

|S| = 2
NBA-P 4.44± 0.024.44± 0.024.44± 0.02 0.33± 0.730.33± 0.730.33± 0.73 225.4± 0.7225.4± 0.7225.4± 0.7

N-LM 3.76± 0.1 4.5± 1.63 266.2± 7.0

Results in Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.1 suggest that, in both cases, NBA-P

achieves higher r/v ratio, lower w/v ratio, and less total visited vertices than N-LM. When

|S| = 1, since all tasks have the same priority level, the higher r/v ratio of NBA-P is mainly

due to the optimal stopping strategy that helps prevent aborting tasks. When |S| = 2,

the higher r/v is due to both the optimal stopping and priority-driven strategies. This can

be observed by the steep slope at the beginning of the curve of our proposed method in
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Fig. 3.5(a), during which time tasks with priority level 2 are prioritized. The high rate

of tasks being aborted in N-LM is the reason why the total visited vertices for N-LM are

more than for NBA-P. For N-LM, the robot will attempt to perform a task if there is still

remaining resource budget. However, if the budget is exceeded during task execution, the

task will be aborted and the vertex needs to be re-visited. Setting multiple priorities may

be useful but this needs to be carefully tuned as having too many priority levels can make

the process inefficient in practice, forcing the robot to move across the field to reach the

tasks of the next highest priority level.

Reducing the rate of aborted tasks can increase efficiency. We continue to study

the influence of µ and w̄s to the rate of aborted tasks, in which case the energy budget

does not need to be considered. Starting with |S| = 1, and assuming there exist infinite

tasks, we need to determine the optimal time to stop performing more tasks. Figure 3.6

shows the relation between aborted tasks (ratio of occurrences over 1000 trials) and the

ratio of initial budget over mean task cost w̄1, for different values of µ. Results suggest that

aborting a task is barely influenced by the value of µ. If the initial budget is close to the

mean task cost, the rate of aborted tasks can be as high as 50%, and the optimal stopping

rule is less effective. If the initial budget is more than 50 times the mean task cost, the rate

of aborted tasks reaches 0. In addition, the selected expect task cost to achieve the ratio

of budget/expected cost is 20 for synthetic data, according to Fig. 3.6, the combination of

selected parameters for synthetic data leads to the rate of task aborted around 0.05, which

is not the best (close to 0) or the worst (close to infinite) scenario, but an intermediary case

to help reveal general patterns.
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Figure 3.6: Rate of aborted tasks over the ratio of budget/w̄1 when |S| = 1.

We also briefly study the rate of aborted tasks for the |S| = 2 case. Figure 3.7(a),

(b), and (c) shows rate of aborted tasks with respect to the ratio of budget/w̄1 for varying

µ1 when w̄2 = 5, w̄2 = 20, and w̄2 = 50, respectively. In Figure 3.7(a), (b), and (c), µ2 is

fixed to be 2.

In Fig. 3.7(a), when w̄2 = 5, the rate of task aborted increases as µ1 increases,

which is equivalent to the increase of µ1/µ2. For the same µ1, the rate of task aborted

remains nearly constant (varying in the range of 0.01) as budget/w̄1 changes. In Fig. 3.7(b)

and (c), w̄2 increases compared with Fig. 3.7(a). In this case, the rate of task aborted first

decreases then remains nearly constant as budget/w̄1 increases for each considered µ1. The

maximum difference in the rate of task aborted for µ1 = 0.1 and µ1 = 1.8 for w̄2 = 5,

w̄2 = 20, and w̄2 = 50 are around 0.02, 0.05, and 0.06, respectively. The result indicates

that for higher ratio of w̄2/w̄1, the influence of varying µ1/µ2 becomes more severe. Note

that in Fig. 3.7(a) and (b), the flat curves for 0 rate of task aborted happen due to the fact

that we require w̄2 to be larger than w̄1 in the assumption. Therefore, we do not consider
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Figure 3.7: Rate of aborted tasks with respect to the ratio of budget/w̄1 for the |S| = 2
case for varying µ1 when (a) w̄2 = 5, (b) w̄2 = 20, and (c) w̄2 = 50, respectively.

the cases when w̄1 that is greater than w̄2 and set the result to be 0 for simplicity.

Given that µ barely affects the rate of aborted tasks (Fig. 3.6), we examine in the

case that |S| = 2 the influence of the ratio between initial budget and task mean cost for

each priority level. We assume there exist infinite tasks of priority level 1 and 2. The goal

is to determine if it is better to select another task of priority level 1 or 2 to perform, or to

stop. Figure 3.8 shows the rate of aborted tasks with respect to the ratio of budget/w̄1 and

budget/w̄2 for the |S| = 2 case. Figure 3.8 suggests that, regardless of the relation between

w̄1 and w̄2, the rate of aborted tasks is more influenced by the ratio of initial budget over

w̄2. This is intuitive since tasks of priority level 2 are prioritized over tasks of priority level

1. Since more s = 2 tasks are performed if possible, it escalates its influence to the rate

of aborting tasks. Thus, when higher priority tasks exist, the initial budget can be set by

considering expected cost of high priority tasks, as the expected cost of low priority tasks

do not have much impact when energy is sufficient. The proposed method is more suitable

when the mean cost of tasks is small enough compared to the initial (resource) budget.
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Figure 3.8: Rate of aborted tasks with respect to the ratio of budget/w̄1 and budget/w̄2

for the |S| = 2 case.

3.4.2 Experiments with Real-world Datasets

Besides synthetic data, we also test proposed NBA-P algorithm with 10 real-world

datasets collected in a commercial vineyard at central California. Both single and multi-

robot (2- and 5-robots) scenario are considered. We compare against Naive Lawnmower (N-

LM), Informed Lawnmower (I-LM) and Series Greedy Partial Row (S-GPR) [141] planners.

Experiment Setup

The real-world datasets used here contain soil moisture values collected in a com-

mercial vineyard located in central California. The 10 datasets were collected during a

timespan of 5 months, hence task locations and costs differ among datasets. The structure

of the vineyard imposes motion constraints to ground robots moving therein. Irrigation

lines are attached to metallic wires at about 12 in from the ground and running parallel

to the trellis. Thus, to move from one row to another (even if adjacent), the robot must
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first exit the row from either end (based on its direction), and then re-enter at the desired

row. Samples were collected on a regular grid with 275 rows and 214 columns uniformly

covering the field. Sampling locations were computed offline, and data were collected with

a Campbell H2SP soil moisture sensor.

Figure 3.9: (Left) Instance of a wheeled mobile robot performing soil moisture measurements
in a commercial vineyard. (Right) Sample ground truth cost (i.e. the moisture difference
between collected moisture values and a desired level) for one of the field experimental
datasets used here.

Suppose autonomous ground mobile robots are deployed to water plants in the

vineyard. Vertices with moisture values less than a desired level are considered to contain

a task (of precision watering). The ground truth task cost at any vertex is the moisture

difference between collected moisture values and the desired level. An example in shown

in Fig. 3.9. In Fig. 3.9, low-moisture (dry) locations are indicated by higher differences.

In these areas, more water (the resource in this case) needs to be consumed to reach a

desired moisture level, which is equivalent to a higher cost. Discretely-sampled values where

mapped to a continuous contour illustrated here using the kriging interpolation algorithm.

(However, we use the discrete values directly on the SAG representation of the environment
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utilized by our algorithm.) The robots’ decision is constrained by the resource budget of

total water carrying capacity, and the energy budget to move between locations. All tasks

are considered to have the same priority level, i.e. |S| = 1. The location of tasks and the

mean cost of all tasks (averaged real costs of all tasks using ground truth) are available to

the robot(s) prior to departure, whereas the actual cost for each task is unknown to the

robot(s) before task completion. Without loss of generality, we consider the movement cost

on edges to be 1 (all water emitters are located within the same interval distance). We

test in 1-, 2-, and 5-robot scenarios, where the robots depart with energy budget 800 and

resource budget 400. The base stations are located at v137,0 and v137,215.

Informed Lawnmower (I-LM) and modified Series Greedy Partial Row (S-GPR)

In experiments using real-world datasets, besides N-LM, NBA-P is also compared

against Informed Lawnmower (I-LM) and Series Greedy Partial Row (S-GPR) [141]. We

modify the original (‘naive’) lawnmower (N-LM) to an ‘informed’ variant, I-LM; the latter

attempts to complete a task if the remaining budget is greater than the expected cost of a

task. The expected cost given to the robot is the same value as given to NBA-P.

To make S-GPR appropriate in the context of the problem addressed herein, we

performed three key modifications. First, S-GPR is modified to consider both the energy

budget and resource budget, instead of only one budget constraint. Second, if the resource

budget is exceeded by a robot, it will return to the base station, regardless of how much

energy budget is left. Third, the robot will continue until all tasks have been fulfilled, this

is the same total stop condition in all evaluated algorithms including NBA-P. Due to how
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the S-GPR works, it is only possible to have one base station.4 Every other setting remains

the same as in the original formulation [141].

In multi-robot cases, each robot runs N-LM, I-LM, and NBA-P independently and

in parallel; in S-GPR, robots plan their trajectories sequentially. All vertices in occupied

rows turn infeasible for other robots so that each row has one robot performing tasks.

Results and Discussion

Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show results for 10 real-world datasets in 1-, 2- and 5-

robot scenarios, respectively, which contains the results of the percentage of obtained gain

over ground truth total gain as a function of visited vertices (shortened as r/v ratio in

the following), the total wasted resources because of aborted tasks as a function of visited

vertices (shortened as w/v ratio in the following), and visited vertices. Results suggest that,

in all cases, our proposed NBA-P algorithm achieves higher r/v ratio, lower w/v ratio, and

less total visited vertices than N-LM. Even though I-LM and S-GPR achieve similar r/v

ratio and total visited vertices as NBA-P, the w/v ratio is much higher compared to NBA-

P. Importantly, no tasks are aborted in 19 out of 30 cases using NBA-P, where each case

contains up to 60000 tasks. For datasets 3, 8, and 9, N-LM in fact visits three times more

vertices than the proposed method.

As I-LM only attempts to complete a task if the remaining budget is more than

the expected cost of the task, the number of visited vertices, i.e. number of attempts,

significantly decreases. The reason is that all attempts when the remaining budget is less

4For more details, please refer to [141].
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Table 3.2: Results for 10 field experimental datasets in 1-robot scenario.

robot

number

data idx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

total tasks 39528 44607 58845 38190 33489 24075 12203 58553 58551 20345

1

r/v

(10−5)

NBA-P 2.532.532.53 2.242.242.24 1.701.701.70 2.622.622.62 2.992.992.99 4.154.154.15 8.198.198.19 1.711.711.71 1.711.711.71 4.924.924.92

N-LM 1.72 1.23 0.55 1.23 1.56 2.17 6.68 0.59 0.57 3.72

I-LM 2.53 2.24 1.70 2.61 2.98 4.14 8.18 1.70 1.70 4.91

S-GPR 2.52 2.22 1.67 2.59 2.95 4.10 8.15 1.68 1.68 4.89

w/v

(10−3)

NBA-P 0.150.150.15 000 000 0.610.610.61 000 000 1.611.611.61 000 000 1.441.441.44

N-LM 5.88 11.9 23.42 22.07 16.96 21.37 6.66 19.45 24.53 4.91

I-LM 4.62 9.98 16.77 28.87 19.10 23.47 7.31 17.23 27.18 4.00

S-GPR 9.12 22.44 70.44 49.03 33.47 41.83 10.94 58.66 76.18 7.70

visited

vertices

NBA-P 395293952939529 446074460744607 588455884558845 381923819238192 334893348933489 240752407524075 122061220612206 585535855358553 585515855158551 203452034520345

N-LM 58220 81277 181553 81083 64178 46144 14967 168360 176174 26914

I-LM 39585 44703 58966 38349 33600 24159 12223 58689 58734 20372

S-GPR 39731 45018 59933 38672 33847 24363 12263 59504 59587 20433

Table 3.3: Results for 10 field experimental datasets in 2-robot scenario.

robot

number

data idx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

total tasks 39528 44607 58845 38190 33489 24075 12203 58553 58551 20345

2

r/v

(10−5)

NBA-P 2.532.532.53 2.242.242.24 1.701.701.70 2.622.622.62 2.992.992.99 4.154.154.15 8.198.198.19 1.711.711.71 1.711.711.71 4.914.914.91

N-LM 1.75 1.28 0.58 1.25 1.64 2.2 6.75 6.18 5.86 3.8

I-LM 2.53 2.24 1.70 2.61 2.98 4.14 8.18 1.70 1.70 4.91

S-GPR 2.52 2.22 1.67 2.59 2.95 4.10 8.15 1.68 1.68 4.89

w/v

(10−3)

NBA-P 0.150.150.15 000 000 0.610.610.61 000 000 1.611.611.61 000 000 1.441.441.44

N-LM 5.57 12.49 23.50 21.52 18.50 22.17 7.12 20.02 25.42 5.23

I-LM 5.20 10.83 13.99 26.62 20.05 23.24 6.63 13.62 28.53 4.07

S-GPR 9.10 22.83 70.57 49.03 33.48 41.83 10.18 58.66 76.18 7.70

visited

vertices

NBA-P 395293952939529 446074460744607 588455884558845 381923819238192 334893348933489 240752407524075 122061220612206 585535855358553 585515855158551 203462034620346

N-LM 57110 78073 172079 79761 60984 45371 14811 161891 170503 26340

I-LM 39591 44708 58947 38330 33602 24160 12220 58662 58743 20371

S-GPR 39732 45020 59933 38672 33847 24363 12264 59504 59587 20433
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Table 3.4: Results for 10 field experimental datasets in 5-robot scenario.

robot

number

data idx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

total tasks 39528 44607 58845 38190 33489 24075 12203 58553 58551 20345

5

r/v

(10−5)

NBA-P 2.532.532.53 2.242.242.24 1.701.701.70 2.622.622.62 2.992.992.99 4.154.154.15 8.198.198.19 1.711.711.71 1.711.711.71 4.914.914.91

N-LM 1.77 1.3 0.62 1.37 1.69 2.33 6.81 6.52 6.03 3.81

I-LM 2.53 2.24 1.70 2.61 2.98 4.14 8.18 1.70 1.70 4.91

S-GPR 2.52 2.22 1.67 2.59 2.95 4.10 8.15 1.68 1.68 4.89

w/v

(10−3)

NBA-P 000 000 000 0.920.920.92 000 000 2.672.672.67 000 000 0.590.590.59

N-LM 5.97 12.00 24.72 24.67 18.66 22.62 6.23 21.18 27.05 4.72

I-LM 5.81 8.37 14.78 27.35 18.47 23.58 4.94 14.66 29.46 3.61

S-GPR 9.08 22.66 70.37 49.03 33.09 41.31 10.26 58.66 76.18 7.79

visited

vertices

NBA-P 395283952839528 446074460744607 588455884558845 381933819338193 334893348933489 240752407524075 122091220912209 585535855358553 585515855158551 203482034820348

N-LM 56543 77210 162420 73179 59253 42923 14688 153425 165869 26233

I-LM 39599 44687 58952 38335 33596 24160 12218 58670 58753 20369

S-GPR 39729 45020 59933 38672 33847 24363 12263 59504 59587 20433

than expected task cost are dropped. At the same time, the ratio of r/v increases due to

the decrease in the denominator. Moreover, since the gain eventually reaches 100% for all

evaluated methods, the value of r/v is close for NBA-P and I-LM.

The ratio of w/v for I-LM still remains high compared to NBA-P. To better analyze

the amount of saving on wasted resources when considering remaining budget in I-LM, total

wasted resources are depicted in Table 3.5 shown below. Results in Table 3.5 suggest that,

comparing with N-LM, I-LM reduces the wasted resource by considering remaining budget.

However, the total wasted resource for I-LM is still much higher compared with the proposed

NBA-P. The reason is that even though the I-LM approach is aware of the remaining budget,

and it attempts only if the expected task cost is less than the remaining budget, it fails to

consider the uncertainties in actual resource consumption. The actual resource consumption
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for some tasks can be much higher than the expected value. In addition, the high actual

cost may cause N-LM or I-LM to fail multiple attempts at the same position, hence the

cumulative waste of resource can be significant, which leads to a high w/v ratio. Thus,

the total waste of resource can be significant, evident by the averaged total waste over 10

datasets for 1-robot cases being 5, 1725, 671 and 1796 for NBA-P, N-LM, I-LM and S-GPR,

respectively. That is, NBA-P is able to handle uncertain task costs, and requires less total

resources to complete the same amount of tasks as compared to other methods.

As shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the modified S-GPR achieves slightly

less ratio of r/v than I-LM and S-GPR. The visited vertices are slightly more than NBA-P.

However, since S-GPR causes high total resources waste, the ratio of w/v is high.

Table 3.5 also shows the total path length for NBA-P, N-LM, I-LM, and S-GRP.

Even though lawnmower-based methods are known to achieve the shortest paths to survey

the entire field, the path lengths for the evaluated four methods do not differ from each

other by a lot. When the path length for NBA-P is more than the path length for N-LM

and I-LM, NBA-P has around 2% more steps than N-LM and I-LM. Moreover, each of the

four methods has a chance to achieve the shortest path for different datasets.

In summary, when comparing against other methods that consider the remaining

budget, NBA-P still achieves the highest ratio of r/v, lowest ratio of w/v, and the least

visited vertices; these metrics suggest that it can outperform all other evaluated methods.
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Table 3.5: Total wasted resourced and path length for 10 field experimental datasets in 1-,
2-, and 5-robot scenarios.

robot

number

data idx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

total tasks 39528 44607 58845 38190 33489 24075 12203 58553 58551 20345

1

total

wasted

NBA-P 666 000 000 232323 000 000 202020 000 000 000

N-LM 342 967 4252 1790 1088 986 100 3275 4321 132

I-LM 183 446 989 1107 642 567 89 1011 1596 81

GPR 362 1010 4222 1896 1133 1019 134 3490 4539 157

path

length

NBA-P 144653 216141 451793 227179 175974 148030148030148030 82371 408178 415215 989909899098990

N-LM 143456143456143456 211356 439352 223091 172774 163693 89012 397929 403816403816403816 102351

I-LM 143456143456143456 210436210436210436 439289439289439289 223024223024223024 172131172131172131 164508 89050 396689396689396689 403928 102351

S-GPR 166728 262494 629724 284576 215670 184906 736807368073680 561528 586108 93428

2

total

wasted

NBA-P 000 000 000 232323 000 000 202020 000 000 333

N-LM 318 975 4043 1717 1128 1006 105 3241 4334 138

I-LM 211 484 825 1020 674 561 81 799 1676 843

S-GPR 361 1028 4230 1896 1133 1019 125 3490 4539 157

path

length

NBA-P 144103 214971 452591 29026 176220 149401149401149401 81831 410289 414511 98141

N-LM 143160 211181211181211181 438627 222996222996222996 172870172870172870 163204 88619 397785 403989 102094

I-LM 142949142949142949 211258 437831437831437831 223291 173540 162690 88619 396592396592396592 403469403469403469 102094

S-GPR 166508 262264 629708 284578 216414 184908 739187391873918 561530 586110 934309343093430

5

total

wasted

NBA-P 000 000 000 353535 000 000 333333 000 000 121212

N-LM 338 926 4015 1805 1106 971 92 3249 4486 124

I-LM 230 374 871 1048 620 570 60 860 1731 74

S-GPR 361 1020 4219 1896 1120 1007 126 3490 4539 159

path

length

NBA-P 145341 215613 451196 228974 175724 148678148678148678 84043 409244 414285 99552

N-LM 142791142791142791 210027 437213437213437213 222557 172437172437172437 163211 88651 397284 403487 102241

I-LM 142791142791142791 209197209197209197 438812 221562221562221562 172461 163526 88542 395657395657395657 401911401911401911 102241

S-GPR 166849 263227 629175 284583 215903 185475 742977429774297 561529 586103 952959529595295
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter contributes to stochastic task allocation in precision agriculture.

Given resource and energy budgets, our NBA-P algorithm returns the best action on a

stochastic aisle graph (SAG) by simultaneously determining optimal sampling locations

and optimal stopping times to return to a base station, all at run-time. The proposed

algorithm is tested using both simulated data for a 2-robot scenario and agricultural field

experimental datasets for 1-, 2-, and 5-robot scenarios. Results suggest that, by applying

NBA-P, all tasks are completed, and tasks with high priority levels are prioritized when

possible. The rate of aborted tasks is minimal when the initial resource budget is more

than 50 times the mean task costs. NBA-P outperforms N-LM, I-LM and S-GRP methods

in all simulated and real-world datasets, in terms of more gain per vertex visited, fewer

tasks being aborted, and less total visited vertices to complete the same number of tasks.

In testing with real-world datasets, our method has no tasks aborted in 13 out of 20 cases

with up to 60000 tasks in each case. Further, N-LM visits up to 3 times more vertices than

NBA-P to complete same number of tasks, which leads to a significant waste of resources.

Limitations and Direction of Future Work As mentioned earlier, the proposed

method can be applied only if the following three condition are satisfied: 1) the motion

constraints in the application environment can be captured by SAG; 2) task cost for all

priority levels follows exponential distributions; and 3) the obtained gain to complete a

task is proportional to the actual task cost. For instance, in field irrigation problems, the

gain is considered to be related to the crop/soil moisture level. The crops will be better
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hydrated with more water consumed, hence yields higher gain. Another example can be

that in any information collection tasks (e.g., water leak inspection, soil sampling), higher

gain indicates higher information quality, which requires more data/samples, i.e. more re-

source consumption. In this chapter, we focus specifically on precision-agriculture-related

applications in structured environments consisting of multiple rows, which can be modeled

by a SAG.

At its current form, NBA-P is not suitable for scenarios where the task and move-

ment costs are correlated. Further, the overall paths using NBA-P can be longer than those

derived via the lawnmower method, especially when multiple priority levels exist and tasks

of different priority level are intertwined. Future directions of research include 1) applica-

tion of the proposed algorithm to physical robots in the field, and 2) study of the scenario

that considers correlated cost for movement and task execution.
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Chapter 4

Robot Navigation in Unknown

Environments

This chapter discusses robot navigation in unknown environments. Given a goal

position, the aim is to navigate to the designated task location even if a detailed map of

the operating environment is unavailable. Especially, we focus on small (< 2 kg weight,

< 30 cm largest body dimension) mobile robots. Small robots enjoy several benefits when

compared to their larger counterparts. They have higher agility and maneuverability, and

are thus more capable and safer to operate in cluttered environments, even around people.

They can be comparably fast and inexpensive to manufacture thus allowing deployment

in large numbers. As such, small robots offer promise in various dangerous and high-risk

real-world applications such as disaster response and search-and-rescue. To this end, small

robots must be capable of autonomous navigation.
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One way to perform autonomous navigation is via learning perception-action cy-

cles. The ability to learn perception-action cycles may enable computationally– and data-

efficient ways to transfer navigation policies between robots, and to generalize across op-

erating environments. Learning perception-action cycles currently relies on deep networks.

Such networks, however, may not be directly applicable to small robots due to the latter’s

constrained sensing and computing capacity. To mitigate this challenge, we identify mini-

malistic neural network architectures to approximate an obstacle prediction function using

a robot’s observation and action history. We propose a new learning-based algorithm for

small robot navigation in partially-known, partially-observable environments. The perfor-

mance of the algorithm and its ability to generalize are evaluated in simple and complex

environments of varying size.

This chapter is structured as follows: Chapter 4.1 discusses the background and

related works. Chapter 4.2 introduces preliminary works on reinforcement learning as well

as the environment representation. Chapter 4.3 studies the the minimalistic Neural Network

architectures that is required for small robot safe navigation in our context. Chapter 4.4

demonstrates case studies on the influence of environment size and complexity. Chapter 4.5

discusses the conclusions, limitations and future directions.

4.1 Background

The efficacy of small robots in real-world applications directly depends on their ca-

pacity to navigate autonomously. If a map of the environment is known, then autonomous

navigation requires integration of planning, control, and estimation. For instance, small
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unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can perform aerial acrobatics and bio-inspired maneuvers

like perching and grasping [10, 19, 105, 110, 144]. Small UAVs and ground robots can as-

semble 3D structures [8, 91,138,156,157], and small legged robots can navigate in complex

environments [77,104,129].

However, in many real-world applications we seldom have a detailed map of the

operating environment; only partial information about the environment may be available.

For example, in the aftermath of a building fire, one can use prior information from the

building’s blueprints regarding its dimensions and structural elements, but the internal

structure conditions are unknown (e.g., floors may have collapsed). To navigate in such

partially-known environments, the components of planning, control, and estimation must

be complemented with mapping. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algo-

rithms enable a robot to construct a map of its environment and localize itself within the

constructed map. SLAM is a mature field in robotics applications [145]. Yet, most existing

algorithms primarily apply to larger robots which are typically equipped with all the nec-

essary sensing and computing hardware to gather and process sufficiently information-rich

data in real-time. One exception is OrthoSLAM [111] which is a lightweight SLAM algo-

rithm that can run efficiently on computationally-constrained robots. While OrthoSLAM is

particularly suited to indoor and structured environments, it may not perform well in more

general environments where the 2.5D and obstacle orthogonality conditions are not met.

Contrary to their larger counterparts, small robots often lack both the sensing and

computing capacity to run SLAM algorithms for autonomous navigation in partially-known

environments. First, they have limited payload capacity to carry for example a LIDAR
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sensor for mapping. Further, added payload sharply reduces a small robot’s operational

time. This fact is particularly problematic in small UAVs [76].

A different autonomous navigation paradigm that may circumvent the constrained

sensing and computing capacity of small robots hinges on designing navigation policies based

on perception-action cycles [92]. The robot first perceives its environment to infer the local

structure. This can be achieved via lightweight, low power consumption sensors like cameras

or infrared (IR) distance sensors. Then the robot acts—i.e. plans its motion—based on the

locally-inferred environment, and the cycle continues. The coupling of perception and ac-

tion, however, can be challenging since the robot needs to keep track how its actions change

its sensory input while the same actions direct the acquisition of sensory data [92]. Allowing

the robot to learn perception-action cycles instead of hand-engineering desired responses

may help address this challenge. Further, learning-based navigation policies may transfer

well across different operating environments with minimal modifications while allowing for

some online adaptation to improve the robot’s performance.

Learning perception-action cycles has been significantly enhanced by recent progress

in deep reinforcement learning (RL). For example, A3C [109] and ICM [114] connect plan-

ning algorithms with deep networks, and achieve promising performance with visual obser-

vations in games. However, both A3C and ICM employ a complex architecture that makes

training and prediction time extremely long. Adapted from DNC [52], MACN [83] follows

a hierarchical global-local process, and simplifies the network structure with an external

memory module. MACN takes laser data as input and converts the local observation to

a partial blueprint which needs three convolution layers for feature extraction. Purely RL
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methods have been used for navigation in unknown environments (e.g., [120, 170]). How-

ever, they often require a map for learning optimal policies, may not incorporate obstacle

avoidance, or, if so, utilize rewards (e.g., distance to obstacles) that may cause chattering

behaviors in complex environments. Existing approaches to learn perception-action cycles

utilize very large networks. For applications with small robots, shallow networks may in-

stead be more useful so that the forward pass evaluation and possible refinement can run

under constrained computing capacity. Shallow networks also allow us to recover some

guarantees for learning-based systems [49,90,167]. Such guarantees are very important for

meaningfully bringing learning into robotics applications.

We note here that employing shallow networks for small robot navigation has been

used in the past. Notably, evolving neurocontrollers [43] can be combined with feed-forward

and recurrent neural networks to accomplish collision-free corridor following by predicting

sensory input [168]. However, these approaches are only tested in simple worlds with a

single isolated obstacle and appear to not generalize to unseen environments. As we will

show in the following, we follow a systematic approach to identify simple yet useful shallow

network architectures, while our proposed approach works and generalizes well to large,

complex environments.

4.2 Technical Preliminaries

Reinforcement Learning (RL) can be a solution to robot navigation task. Navigat-

ing in partially observable environment is a goal-seek process, during which robot conducts

decision-making while interacting with uncertain environment. In Section 4.2.1, we pre-
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pare the reader with preliminaries regarding RL. In addition, in Section 4.2.2, environment

representation in square grid is discussed.

4.2.1 Reinforcement Learning

Robot navigation in partially-known environments can be cast as a reinforcement

learning problem. Let qi = [xi, yi]
T ∈ R2 denote the robot state at step i; q0 and qf denote

the initial and final robot states, respectively. A(qi), written as Ai in following content for

simplicity, denotes action space. Ai is a set that contains all possible actions for current

state. At each step, the robot executes an action ai ∈ Ai, and receives a reward from the

environment. Reaching a desired final state can be viewed as maximizing the total reward.

The rewards received after step i form a sequence Ri+1, Ri+2, . . . , Rf , where index f denotes

the terminal state. The return from state i can be expressed as the cumulative discounted

reward Gi =
f∑
k=1

γk−1Ri+k, where the discount rate γ lies in the [0, 1] interval. The action-

value function for a policy π is the expected return Q(q, a) = E[Gi|qi = q, ai = a]. The

optimal policy thus is to select the sequence of actions that maximize Q(q, a), that is

a∗ = arg max
a

Q(q, a) = arg max
a

E[Gi|qi = q, ai = a] . (4.1)

However, the lack of a model for the environment challenges the selection of future rewards

and terminal state.

Our work builds upon Temporal-Difference (TD) Learning [139] to obtain esti-

mates of Gi. We choose TD Learning as the underlying basis due to its appropriateness in

model-free prediction problem. One-step TD updates its Gi estimate using only the next

observed reward Ri+1 (instead of waiting until the end of the episode). The standard target
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of one-step TD update is

Gi =
∞∑
k=1

γk−1Ri+k = Ri+1 + γ
∞∑
k=1

γk−1Ri+1+k = Ri+1 + γQ(qi+1, ai+1) , (4.2)

when the terminal state f is unknown. However, one-step TD methods lack optimality

guarantees since estimated rewards after step i+ 1 may be inaccurate.

N-step TD methods would instead utilize n number of rewards, 1 < n < f . The

error reduction property guarantees that the expectation of n-step reward is a better esti-

mate than one-step methods. In practice, however, the n-step return cannot be used prior

to observing Ri+n [139]. To obtain Ri+n, n-step forward sampling of states, actions, and re-

wards from actual or simulated interaction with an environment is needed. Yet, large values

of n may increase the computational complexity to a level that makes real-time execution

on a small robot impossible.

In Section 4.3, we propose a method to efficiently predict up to Ri+2. The pro-

posed method offers trade-offs between the computational complexity associated with n > 1

and estimation accuracy of Gi. The TD target can then be expressed as Ri+1 + γRi+2 +

γ2Q(qi+2, ai+2).

4.2.2 Environment Maps

In this work we consider environments that can be sufficiently represented via a

grid-based map M ⊂ R2. Each cell c of the map is square with unit length sides, and

is uniquely described by the coordinates (x, y) of each center point. Let Mobs and Mfree

denote the obstacle-occupied and free subspace of the map, respectively. We require 1)Mobs

to contain no 2×2 blocks (i.e. only “walls” are allowed), and 2)Mfree to be path-connected
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(i.e. there is at least one path between any two cells of the obstacle-free subspace). Finally,

we consider two types of maps: easy (Fig. 4.1 left) and difficult ones (Fig. 4.1 right). A

map is classified as difficult when there exist several dead-ends and multiple intersections.

Figure 4.1: Sample maps of size of 51×51. (left) An easy map has no or very few and short
dead-ends. (right) A difficult map includes multiple intersections leading to dead-ends after
several steps.

4.3 Minimalistic Neural Network Architectures for Safe Nav-

igation of Small Mobile Robots

We first formulate the small robot navigation problem in Section 4.3.1, and then de-

scribe the network architectures we use to predict the presence of obstacles in Section 4.3.2.

Then, in Section 4.3.3, we propose a new algorithm that combines policy iteration and the

considered network structures to achieve small robot navigation tasks.

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

Consider a robot randomly placed at an initial state q0 = [x0, y0]T. The robot can

move in the horizontal and vertical directions (but not diagonally), and is equipped with four
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distance sensors (e.g., IR sensors) placed at its front, rear, left, and right sides, respectively.

The sensors can detect an obstacle in a direction d ∈ D = {East, South,West,North},

and have unit length range.1 Define an action of the robot as moving one unit distance in

a direction d. The task is to reach some final state qf = [xf , yf ]T within map M with a

minimum amount of actions while avoiding an unknown number of obstacles encountered

along the way.

We group the sensor readings at state qi in a 4× 1 vector O(qi) and denote its dth

row as O(qi, d) ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 and 1 indicate respectively the presence and absence of an

obstacle in direction d. As an example, in Fig. 4.2(a), the sensor report is O(qi) = [0, 1, 1, 0]T

at (xi, yi).

Figure 4.2: A sensor report (left), and a dead-end scenario (right).

The action space Ai contains valid (i.e. collision-free) actions for the robot at step

i. The cardinality of this set is 0 ≤ |Ai| ≤ 4. A map cell is then considered inaccessible

if it is occupied by an obstacle, or—more importantly—it is associated with cardinality

|Ai| ≤ 1. The latter is important because it corresponds to dead-end scenarios, and gives

us the mechanism to overcome them. To see this, consider Fig. 4.2(b). At step i the

1Examples of small robots of this nature include miniature quadrotors and wheeled robots equipped with
omni wheels.
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robot is at cell with coordinates (xi, yi) and reports Q(qi) = [0, 0, 1, 0]T. Then, |Ai| = 1

so (xi, yi) will be marked as inaccessible. At step i + 1, the robot moves to (xi+1, yi+1)

and reports Q(qi+1) = [1, 0, 1, 0]T. However, (xi, yi) is already marked as inaccessible. This

leads to |Ai+1| = 1, thus marking (xi+1, yi+1) as inaccessible too. By following this approach

iteratively, we make sure that the robot will not enter a dead-end again, but instead take

another action in the first intersection prior to that dead-end.

4.3.2 Neural Networks for Obstacle Prediction

As discussed in Section 4.2, we train a neural network to approximate a function

f(·) that estimates Ri+2. Given a history of observations, f(·) learns the patterns of a

map, and at step i it predicts the next observation the robot is going to make for any valid

action it may take. We seek to determine the simplest network architecture that performs

accurate prediction. While a deep and complex network can achieve better performance,

simple (shallow) architectures have important advantages in small robot navigation:

1. The required training time increases with the network size [53]. Using a simple archi-

tecture, the training time can remain relatively short.

2. Small robots have limited memory. A simple architecture ensures that the number of

network parameters that need to be saved in memory remains manageable.

3. Small robots have limited operational time. The time (and the associated power

consumption) for prediction can be low for simple architectures.

Let Ô(qi+1) = f(φ(qi, T ), ai;wf ) be the obstacle prediction function. A sliding

window is a packet of in-order data. Recall i is the current step, T is the length of a
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sliding window that contains a history of past observations and actions, φ(qi, T ) is a feature

encoding function that captures a sliding window of robot actions and observations history

of length T . wf represents the weights of the network. Ô(qi+1) takes the form of a quadruple

that contains the probabilities that qdi+2 = (xdi+2, y
d
i+2) is inaccessible in directions d ∈ D

after executing ai. The output ground truth is the accessibility of qdi+2 given the map. We

seek to minimize the difference between the predicted and actual obstacles. A unit input

to the network is shown in Fig. 4.3.2

Figure 4.3: The structure of the input given to our network.

We consider two types of networks shown in Fig. 4.4. A ReLU is used when

appropriate to avoid the vanishing gradient problem [48], while a sigmoid unit ensures the

networks’ outputs follow a Bernoulli distribution [51]. Dropout layers are used between

hidden layers to avoid overfitting [137].

Feedforward (FF) Network

An FF network with a single hidden layer containing a sufficient number of nonlin-

ear units can approximate any continuous function [63]. Since the output of an FF depends

only on the current input and not on any past or future inputs, FF networks are more

2Note that we only mark a cell as inaccessible based on the robot observation and not the output of the
prediction function.
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Figure 4.4: We consider (a) one 2-layer FF network, and (b) four LSTM networks—one
with two layers and three with a single layer.

suitable for pattern classification than for sequence prediction [78]. However, here we con-

sider an FF network because the target function f(·) has 24 possible outputs and can thus

be cast as a 16-class classification problem. The structure of our FF network is shown in

Fig. 4.4(a). Its input is an 8T × 1 vector. Two fully connected layers have 8 and 4 hidden

units, respectively. ReLU and Sigmoid activation layers are added.

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Network

An FF network can only map from input to output vectors, whereas an LSTM

network [67] can in principle map from the entire history of previous inputs to each output

[78]. LSTM networks work well in sequential prediction problems such as audio [102] and

video data [34] analysis, learning context from languages [47], acoustic modeling of speech

[126]. In robot navigation, the LSTM can help making predictions in the presence of long

corridors and wide free space.

Our main LSTM network is shown in Fig. 4.4(b). It consists of two LSTM layers,
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two dropout layers and one fully-connected layer with a sigmoid activation function. LSTM

layers have 128 and 256 memory units. The input size is T × 8 + 4: an 8 × 1 vector for

each step in the sliding window, and a 4 × 1 movement vector. To identify the simplest

architecture, we also consider three cases of single-layer LSTM networks with 128, 256, 512

hidden neurons.

4.3.3 Proposed Algorithm

We are now ready to introduce our learning-based algorithm for small robot nav-

igation in partially-known, partially-observable environments. In our algorithm, no prior

knowledge of the map is required. We do not save the entire observed map, but only record

a sliding window length of observation and action history for prediction purposes.

The algorithm consists of two steps: i) policy evaluation with TD learning, and

ii) ε−greedy policy improvement. In TD learning, the robot updates its estimation after

observing reward R. Since an explicit model of the environment is unavailable, Ri+n, where

n ≥ 2 is difficult to know. In the proposed algorithm, the estimate of Ri+2 is obtained by

the obstacle prediction function described above.

Policy Evaluation

Let index j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denote a candidate action from the action space Ai at

step i, for any accessible cell. Then for each candidate action aji ∈ Ai,

E[Gji |qi, a
j
i ] = Rji+1(qi, a

j
i ) + γRji+2(qi, a

j
i ) . (4.3)
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Higher order terms
∞∑
k=3

γk−1Rji+k eventually influence the return very little and are thus

neglected. From current state qi, the robot executes an action aji and reaches state qji+1.

The one step ahead reward Rji+1 is the sum of two parts: i) instant reward, and ii)

visit reward. The instant reward Rjins,i+1(qi, a
j
i ) is given based on the distance to the goal.3

It is positive when the robot is getting closer to the ground and negative when getting away

from it. A very large positive reward is given when the target is reached. It is given by

Rjins,i+1(qi, a
j
i ) =



1, if ‖qf − qji+1‖ < ‖qf − qi‖,

100, if ‖qf − qji+1‖ = 0,

−1, otherwise.

(4.4)

Let nji+1,m represent how many times the robot has been in state qji+1 in the past

m time steps—m is a small number compared to map size. The visit reward is non-positive

and penalizes chattering behaviors that often occur in learning-based robot navigation.

Note that this penalty is not added when the robot backtracks from a dead-end. Its form is

Rjvisit,i+1(qi, a
j
i ) = −max(nji+1,m − 1, 0) . (4.5)

The total one step forward reward Rji+1(qi, a
j
i ) then is

Rji+1(qi, a
j
i ) = c1R

j
ins,i+1(qi, a

j
i ) + c2R

j
visit,i+1(qi, a

j
i ) . (4.6)

where constants c1 and c2 weigh the contribution of instant and visit rewards respectively,

and are found empirically.

We also seek to estimate Rji+2 for each candidate action aji ∈ Ai. To reach a

particular state qdi+2 at step i+ 2, an action adi+1 has to be executed. If position (xdi+2, y
d
i+2)

3This requires only a map outline to pinpoint starting and target locations.
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is accessible, adi+1 is a feasible action and then adi+1 ∈ Ai+1. The obstacle reward is defined

as

Rdobs,i+2 =


−1, if adi+1 /∈ Ai+1

0, otherwise.

(4.7)

An example is shown in Fig. 4.5. At step i the robot takes an action ai to reach

state qi+1. The action space at step i+ 1 is Ai+1 = {aWi+1, a
N
i+1}. To reach a particular state

qEi+2, the robot needs to execute aEi+1, however aEi+1 /∈ Ai+1, so REobs,i+2 = −1. To reach

state qWi+2, the robot needs to execute aWi+1. Now aWi+1 ∈ Ai+1, so RWobs,i+2 = 0.

Figure 4.5: Actions and observations at steps i (left) and i+ 1 (right).

The obstacle reward determines the two step ahead reward:

Rji+2(qi, a
j
i ) =

∑
d∈D

Rdobs,i+2 ∗ P (d; qi, a
j
i ) , (4.8)

where P (d; qi, a
j
i ) is the probability that qdi+2 is inaccessible after executing aji . P (d; qi, a

j
i )

is the output of the prediction function approximated by our neural network. At least one

feasible qdi+2 exists, which is same position as qi, −3 ≤ Rji+2 ≤ 0. Rji+2 = −3 suggests that

the robot will encounter a dead-end if it executes aji . With Rji+2 = −3 the robot learns to

turn around before reaching the dead-end position.
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In all, the action that maximizes the expected reward is

a∗i = arg max
j

(
Rji+1(qi, a

j
i ) + γRji+2(qi, a

j
i )
)
. (4.9)

Policy Improvement

Selected a∗i may not be optimal since the prediction function less than 100% ac-

curacy, and there is insufficient prior knowledge on unseen map areas. Another candidate

action may eventually yield a greater total reward than the greedy action [139].To encour-

age exploration, the action chosen at each step is either a∗i with probability (1 − ε), or a

random action with probability ε > 0.

Algorithm

We propose the robot navigation algorithm in Algorithm 8. In each trial, initial

and target states are arbitrary. Nnavi is the maximum allowed steps for one navigation task.

Information used during the process includes the robot observation history of maximum

length T , a list of inaccessible state L of maximum length Lmax, and target state.

Algorithm 8 Navigation in partially observable Environment – part 1

1: Initialization Select q0, qf , T , Lmax, ε. L← { }, W ← { }, i← 1

2: Get sensor report O(q0) at initial state

3: Action space A0 ←
⋃
d∈D
{ad0|O(q0, d) = 1}

4: Action a0 ← arandom ∈ A0 towards direction d0

5: Next state qi ← (qi|q0, a0)

6: W ←W ∪ {O(q0), a0}
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Algorithm 8 Navigation in partially observable Environment – part 2

7: repeat

8: Obtain sensor report O(qi)

9: Ai ←
⋃
d∈D
{adi |O(qi, d) = 1} ∩ {adi |(qi+1|qi, adi ) /∈ L}

10: if |Ai| = 1 then L← L ∪ qi, a∗i ← ai ∈ Ai

11: else

12: for each aji ∈ Ai do

13: if i < T then

14: Rj(qi, a
j
i )← Rji+1(qi, a

j
i )

15: else

16: Compute Rji+2(qi, a
j
i ) with f(W,aji ;wf )

17: Rj(qi, a
j
i )← Rji+1(qi, a

j
i ) + γRji+2(qi, a

j
i )

18: end if

19: end for

20: a∗i ← arg maxj R
j(qi, a

j
i )

21: end if

22: x← X ∼ U(0, 1)

23: if x ≤ ε then ai ← a∗i

24: else ai ← arandom ∈ Ai

25: end if

26: qi+1 ← (qi+1|qi, ai), W ←W ∪ {O(qi), ai}, i← i+ 1

27: until i = Nnavi − 1 OR qi = qf
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4.4 Simulation and Results

The proposed algorithm is tested in simulation. Our implementation is based on

Keras with Tensorflow back-end. We use NVIDIA TITAN X GPU and Intel Xeon CPU E5-

2603. Obstacles are placed randomly in maps of size h×w. Initial and final states q0 and qf

are picked randomly, with at least one feasible path between them. We set Nrandom = 512

and Nnavi = h ∗ w ∗ 2, and use the following hyper parameters in training: batch size 128,

optimizer RMSProp [29], initial learning rate 0.001, decay rate 0, samples per epoch 500.

The number of epochs, representing one forward pass and one backward pass of all the

training examples, is variable.

4.4.1 Function Approximation

Algorithm 9 generates data for training, validation, and testing. In each step i, we

save O(qi) and ai as a vector vi. The training input, output, and label are [vi−T+1 ···vi−1 ai],

Ôqi , and Oqi , respectively. The LSTM defines a distribution P (d; qi, ai, wf ); we use binary

cross-entropy between training data and model’s predictions for the cost function [51].

The testing accuracy of the FF network is listed in Table 4.1. Prediction accuracies

for each direction are consistently around 0.5 for all tested map sizes. The sliding window

length has no significant impact on the FF network. Since the accuracy is low, we confirm

that a shallow FF network does not appear to be appropriate for this type of applications.

We consider four LSTM networks: one 2-layer with 128 and 256 hidden neurons,

and three 1-layer with 512, 256, and 128 neurons, respectively. We present in Table 4.2
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Algorithm 9 Data Generator for training Neural Network

1: Initialization Select h, w, generate random map, set q0, qf , Nrandom. i← 1

2: Get sensor report O(q0) at initial state

3: Action space A0 ←
⋃
d∈D
{ad0|O(q0, d) = 1}

4: First action a0 ← arandom ∈ A0 towards direction d0

5: Next state qi ← (qi|q0, a0)

6: repeat

7: Obtain sensor report O(qi)

8: Action space Ai ←
⋃
d∈D
{adi |O(qi, d) = 1}

9: if a
di−1

i ∈ Ai then

10: ai ← a
di−1

i

11: else

12: ai ← arandom ∈ Ai towards direction di

13: end if

14: Next state qi+1 ← (qi+1|qi, ai)

15: i← i+ 1

16: until i = Nrandom − 1 OR qi = qf

Table 4.1: Results for Testing Accuracy for FF Network.

Map Size T
Accuracy

East South West North

All 20 0.501 0.502 0.501 0.501
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results on training and validation accuracy from 51×51 easy maps trained over 125 epochs.

All but the 1-layer LSTM with 128 neurons structures give over 90% testing accuracy. The

training time per epoch is around 40s for all 1-layer networks irrespectively, and doubles

for the 2-layer network.

Table 4.2: Results for Testing Accuracy for LSTM Networks.

Structure
Accuracy

Time per epoch (s)
East South West North

2 layers 0.907 0.906 0.907 0.906 75

1-512 layer 0.904 0.902 0.905 0.900 40

1-256 layer 0.902 0.903 0.903 0.901 40

1-128 layer 0.897 0.898 0.899 0.896 40

Figure 4.6 shows results on training and validation accuracy. The 2-layer LSTM,

and the 1-layer LSTM with 256 and 512 neurons achieve similar final accuracy. Also, the

network converges faster as the number of neurons increases. The 2-layer LSTM achieves

the best overall performance, while the 1-layer LSTM with 256 neurons can get similar

testing accuracy with less network parameters and training time.

Figure 4.7 depicts the training and validation accuracy of the 1-layer LSTM with

256 neurons, and the 2-layer LSTM, respectively in difficult maps. The 2-layer LSTM

converges faster. However, since the time per epoch is higher for the 2-layer LSTM, the

actual training time between the two architectures remains similar. Table 4.3 gives a more

detailed picture of the testing accuracy for both architectures in maps of varying size and
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Figure 4.6: Training and validation accuracy of different LSTM-based architectures in 51×
51 easy map (cf. Table 4.3).

difficulty. Overall, the 2-layer LSTM requires more training time per epoch. Both structures

consistently give us over 90% prediction accuracy.

Figure 4.7: (a) 1-layer (256) (b) 2-layer LSTM training and validation accuracy in difficult
map of varying size.
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Table 4.3: Testing Accuracy and time required for training.

2-layer LSTM 1-256 layer LSTM

Map Size
Accuracy Time per Accuracy Time per

Each South West North epoch (s) East South West North epoch (s)

Easy

11 × 11 0.928 0.931 0.932 0.932 50 0.925 0.929 0.929 0.932 30

31 × 31 0.919 0.918 0.920 0.929 70 0.915 0.913 0.917 0.917 40

51 × 51 0.904 0.904 0.906 0.902 70 0.902 0.903 0.906 0.901 40

Difficult

11 × 11 0.919 0.918 0.919 0.918 50 0.918 0.917 0.917 0.917 30

31 × 31 0.914 0.910 0.916 0.912 70 0.912 0.910 0.913 0.914 40

51 × 51 0.906 0.908 0.907 0.905 70 0.908 0.907 0.903 0.907 40

We also tested T = 40 for 2-layer LSTM in 51 × 51 maps. Testing accuracy is

similar ([0.907, 0.905, 0.908, 0.908]) with longer training time. Thus, we use T = 20 for

11× 11 maps, and T = 30 for 31× 31 and 51× 51 in both LSTMs.

4.4.2 Simulation for Navigation Task

We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in simulation. Following

Algorithm 9, nine conditions are considered for each architecture; these are shown in Ta-

ble 4.4. For each condition, we run the simulation for N = 30 times. In each trial, q0 and qf

are chosen randomly. To quantify efficiency, we compare robot movement steps for reaching

the target with the number of A∗ expand nodes [58]; the A∗ algorithm is guaranteed to

expand fewer nodes than another search algorithm with the same heuristic if the heuristic

is admissible [31]. We use the Euclidean distance in A∗.
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Table 4.4: The 9 conditions considered in simulation.

Index
Map Size

T Index
Map Size

T
Training Simulation Training Simulation

1 11 × 11 11 × 11 20 6 31 × 31 51 × 51 30

2 11 × 11 31 × 31 20 7 51 × 51 11 × 11 30

3 11 × 11 51 × 51 20 8 51 × 51 31 × 31 30

4 31 × 31 11 × 11 30 9 51 × 51 51 × 51 30

5 31 × 31 31 × 31 30

Simulation with Fixed Maps

In the first set of simulations, the map remains fixed. Simulation results for 2-layer

LSTM and 1-layer with 256 neurons are given in Table 4.5. Results show that our algorithm

can generalize to unseen maps of different size. Training with large simulated maps can be

very time consuming; our approach allows training of the prediction function with small

maps, and usage for navigation in maps of unknown size.

Regardless of map size, the robot reaches the target successfully over 90% in an

easy map. Further, the algorithm considers less nodes than A∗ on average over 50% of

those times that the robot reaches its target. In difficult maps, the algorithm performs

better if trained with larger maps. We hypothesize that this behavior is observed for the

following reason. When trained with 11× 11 maps, the prediction function may learn that

the maximum length of successive obstacles is smaller than 11. When tested in a 51 × 51

map, the robot starts moving toward the target, but after observing 11 successive obstacles
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Table 4.5: Results for fixed map, 1-256 layer and 2-layer.

1-256 layer 2 layers

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Index success ≥ A∗ success ≥ A∗ success ≥ A∗ success ≥ A∗

1 30/30 19/30 20/30 2/27 30/30 17/30 29/30 3/29

2 26/30 22/26 25/30 12/25 27/30 26/27 21/30 7/21

3 29/30 24/29 24/30 24/30 28/30 25/28 22/30 6/22

4 28/30 10/28 25/30 25/30 30/30 10/30 29/30 1/29

5 27/30 18/27 25/30 25/30 27/30 16/27 23/30 7/23

6 29/30 25/29 22/30 22/30 29/30 23/29 19/30 6/19

7 30/30 9/30 27/30 27/30 30/30 11/30 29/30 1/29

8 30/30 20/30 25/30 25/30 27/30 23/27 21/30 8/21

9 29/30 27/29 26/30 26/30 30/30 25/30 24/30 11/24

it may decide to turn back without being able to ascertain if that path leads to a dead-end.

The learned model suggests that the path leads to a dead-end, but it may not be true since

the map is larger. The robot then moves to the opposite direction, and does not reach the

target within the allocated steps. When trained with 51 × 51 maps, the robot will keep

moving forward after observing 11 successive obstacles. If it encounters a dead-end, it will

mark this path as inaccessible, and continue.

It is worth noticing that the length of the sliding window can be smaller than the

length of map size. If the map size is not known, we can simply choose T = 30 based on our

results. Note that, by construction of the input, we cannot get a prediction of Ri+2 before
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the process step reaches the length of the sliding window. When the map size used for

simulation is relatively small compared to the length of the sliding window, it is difficult for

our algorithm to have less steps compared to A∗ expand area. However, this fact indicates

that estimates of Ri+2 in fact help with navigation.

Real-Time Execution Capability

To provide detailed results on prediction time, a new map is generated in each

trial. We run N = 30 simulation trials for the same nine conditions with randomly selected

q0 and qf .

Table 4.6 shows the results with different maps in each simulation trial. Time

needed for prediction is given in both difficult and easy environments. The prediction

time is averaged over total steps in 30 trials with different maps, which can represent a

generalized result. In both difficult and easy cases, prediction time is related with sliding

window length T and number of layers in LSTM. When T increases, it requires more time

for prediction. For 2-layer LSTM with T = 20 and T = 30, the average prediction time is

around 20ms and 30ms, respectively, which makes it possible for real-time execution. For

1-256 layer network, prediction time can be reduced to as short as 14ms. Number of weight

parameters in the trained model for 2 layer LSTM network is 0.55 M for T = 20 and 0.59 M

for T = 30. For 1-256 network, it is 0.43 M when T = 20 and 0.51 M for T = 30.
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Table 4.6: Results for Non-Fixed Map, 1-layer and 2-layer.

1-layer 256 2-layer

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Index Tp[ms] success ≤ A∗ Tp[ms] success ≤ A∗ Tp[ms] success ≤ A∗ Tp[ms] success ≤ A∗

1 16.6 30/30 18/30 14.4 27/30 5/27 27.98 29/30 11/29 22.46 29/30 2/29

2 18.3 27/30 13/27 14.1 19/30 7/19 29.34 27/30 23/27 22.93 22/30 4/22

3 17.3 29/30 24/39 13.4 25/30 10/25 27.19 28/30 24/28 22.63 19/30 5/19

4 25.7 30/30 3/40 18.5 25/30 2/25 35.31 30/30 10/30 30.97 22/30 0/22

5 26.0 27/30 20/27 18.7 23/30 7/23 34.34 29/30 21/29 33.22 24/30 8/24

6 25.3 28/30 20/28 18.8 24/30 10/24 33.62 26/30 19/26 31.14 23/30 5/23

7 24.5 30/30 30/30 18.6 25/30 4/25 33.54 30/30 11/30 31.92 27/30 0/27

8 24.7 29/30 9/30 17.6 19/30 5/19 33.73 30/30 21/30 32.61 20/30 4/20

9 24.3 28/30 28/30 25.7 24/30 12/24 32.55 28/30 21/28 33.02 20/30 10/20

4.5 Conclusions

The chapter puts forward the idea that simple, shallow networks may offer promise

in small robot learning-based navigation. Such networks can still apply despite the con-

strained computational and limited payload capacity of small robots, and lend themselves to

analysis for deriving certain performance guarantees. Research on identifying minimalistic

network architectures that perform well in the context of small robot navigation appears to

be limited.

We narrow this gap by investigating five cases of shallow networks, and by delving

deeper on those architectures that achieve high levels of accuracy via extensive simulations.

We show that a network with only one LSTM layer is able to predict the existence of

obstacles given a robot’s observation history and a potential action. Our approach scales
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well as the map size grows: A sliding window of length 30 can be used in 51×51 maps with

over 90% prediction accuracy.

Furthermore, we propose an algorithm which embeds this modest LSTM network

to estimate a two-step forward reward in a Temporal-Difference Reinforcement Learning

context for robot navigation. We show that in 2D grid worlds the algorithm is capable of

adapting to variable-size environments not encountered during training, with randomly se-

lected start and target positions. A simulated robot equipped with a simple four-directional

IR sensing module can reach a target with over 95% and 80% success rates in easy and dif-

ficult maps, respectively. Combined with the short prediction times of the algorithm, our

approach offers promise for real-time execution on small robots in hardware experiments.By

employing sensors with different sensing ranges, with the same network architecture, our

algorithm can be used to determine n-step forward rewards, where 2 < n < f . Our future

work will compare the proposed method with the lambda-return TD learning and Monte

Carlo methods, and validate it with physical experiments.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We conclude with a short summary of contributions for each chapter of this work,

as well as highlight some possible directions for continuing works or new research.

5.1 Summary of Dissertation

In this dissertation, three directions that could strengthen autonomous robot oper-

ation under uncertainty in environment or tasks are studied. First, uncertainty in environ-

ments usually result from lack of information about the operating environment. One way

to enhance the performance of mission completion is to collect information so as to guide

task allocation and robot operation. The region of interest can be unknown, and possibly

irregularly-shaped with potential unexpected obstacles, hence online exploring and coverage

planning methods are essential in such context. Second, the resulting prior information may

be untrustworthy due to rapid environment changes and noises. To this end, it is desired

that the robot is capable to navigate to a given task location if the environment is con-
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sidered to be unknown or partially-observable. Finally, the robot should be able to handle

uncertainty in tasks, such as uncertain task execution cost, while ensuring task completion

in time. The contributions of this dissertation work are summarized as follows:

• In Chapter 2, we focus on the mission to explore and cover unknown environments on-

line to collect useful information. To tackle this problem, we propose Hex-Decomposition

Coverage Planning (HDCP) for unknown, obstacle-cluttered environments that guar-

antees resolution-complete coverage for single robot. Its variant, HDCP-E, can be

used for fast exploration. In addition, for multi-robot exploration, we further propose

a Multi-robot Hex Decomposition Exploration (M-HDE), which is energy aware. M-

HDE guarantees that each robot returns to the departure position before energy runs

out. Moreover, if energy allows, M-HDE achieves complete exploration in the sense

that all subregions are visited. We provide closed form solutions for HDCP, HDCP-E,

and M-HDE to plan smooth paths that robots can follow at constant velocity.

• In Chapter 3, we focus on the problem of task planning given uncertain/approximate

prior information. The goal is to complete all tasks while prioritizing those that are

more urgent, subject to diverse budget thresholds and stochastic costs for tasks. To

describe agriculture-related environments that incorporate stochastic costs to com-

plete tasks, a new Stochastic-Vertex-Cost Aisle Graph (SAG) is introduced. Then, a

task allocation algorithm, termed Next-Best-Action Planning (NBA-P), is proposed.

NBA-P utilizes the underlying structure enabled by SAG, and tackles the task plan-

ning problem by simultaneously determining the optimal tasks to perform and an

optimal time to exit (i.e. return to a base station), at run-time.
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• In Chapter 4, the problem of autonomous navigation to a designated task location

without environment map is studied. We investigate various shallow network architec-

tures and identify minimalistic neural network architectures to approximate an obsta-

cle prediction function using a robot’s observation and action history. Furthermore,

we propose a new learning-based algorithm for robot navigation in partially-known,

partially-observable environments.

5.2 Future Research Directions

The work here motivates several future research direction for each aspect that is

considered. For exploration and coverage planning, one possible direction is to consider

multi-resolution hexagon decomposition of the environment, which will lead to higher pre-

cision for localizing obstacles, better description of unvisitable areas, and less uncovered

free space due to existence of obstacles and boundaries. For robot navigation, it is desirable

to take into consideration robot dynamics and motion constraints for learning-based frame-

work, so as to achieve better decision making. For both aforementioned aspects, a promising

direction is to consider dynamic obstacles, where jointly localizing obstacles and planning

robot paths could potentially improve the performance of both. Regarding stochastic task

allocation, we currently consider independent movement cost and task cost, while in real-

world applications, these two costs are usually correlated. In addition, it will be beneficial

to incorporate the spatial correlation of tasks at vertices, and adaptively update priority

level of vertices accordingly while performing the mission.
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